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4. Summary of Existing Water Distribution System 

The area served by GUC includes the entire City of Greenville and a portion of the unincorporated area 

surrounding the City. The ground elevations within the service area are between 10 feet and 85 feet above 

sea level. The distribution system consists of a single pressure zone operating on a hydraulic grade of 

202 feet. Figure 4-1 provides a schematic map of the system showing the service area, as well as the 

general layout of facilities. 

4.1 Water Supply and Pumping 

The GUC water system includes three types of water supply sources. These include the water treatment 

plant and groundwater wells. ASR was previously investigated as a source of water supply to facilitate 

meeting maximum day demands. ASR is not implemented at this time and is not assumed to be a long-

term source impacting water supply needs. The groundwater wells are subject to a 75 percent reduction by 

2018 per the CCPCUA rule; however, GUC has banked groundwater that could be used to extend the 

opportunities for groundwater supply into the future.  

The majority of GUC’s water supply is obtained from the Tar River and is delivered to the distribution 

system via high service pumping at the WTP. The high service pump station is equipped with four high 

service pumps, conveying water from the finished water storage tanks to the distribution system. Finished 

water is currently stored and pumped from to the distribution system from two 3 MG ground storage 

reservoirs. Additional information regarding existing and proposed high service pumping is addressed in 

Section 15. 

4.1.1 Groundwater Wells  

Eight groundwater wells are available to provide a supplemental water source for the Greenville distribution 

system. Five groundwater wells are directly connected to the distribution system and three wells are 

associated with the Northside Blending Station. The Northside Blending Station, constructed in 1999, 

consists of the Northside, Industrial Boulevard, and Burroughs wells, and the 0.5 MG Northside Tank. The 

facilities associated with the Northside Blending Station are considered a single source of water.  In 2015, 

S&ME preformed a visual inspection on the Northside Tank and provided GUC with a report and 

recommendations on its condition. Due to exterior coating delamination, visible interior corrosion, and 

breakdown of ladder supports and bolts, S&ME advised the tank be rehabilitated and recoated at an 

estimated cost of $0.5M.    

Two wells, Eastside and North Greene St., have naturally occurring fluoride exceeding the secondary MCL 

of 2.0 mg/L so they are not currently in service.  In addition, the North Greene St. well has iron levels 

exceeding the secondary MCL of 0.3 mg/L.  The Northside Blending Station and Washington St. wells 

have high iron levels, so additional treatment may be necessary to provide finished water similar to the 

quality produced by the WTP. 
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Table 4-1 presents a summary of the relevant data for the distribution wells. Although the total pumping 

capacity of the wells is approximately 1.76 mgd, the sustainable well capacity for long-term use is based on 

12-hour run times each day at the design flow of the actual well pumps. The total firm capacity of the 

distribution system wells is estimated at 0.88 mgd based on the current design capacities; however, the 

amount of water that can be withdrawn from the production wells is scheduled to be reduced to 0.3 mgd by 

2018 per the CCPCUA rules. While the well system serves a need as an interim, emergency water supply 

to the GUC system, very little additional capacity is gained from its long-term use.  As such, the wells are 

not considered a viable, incremental addition of sustainable capacity to the system.  Nevertheless, the 

recommended upgrades to the Northside Tank should be undertaken to maintain the reliability of the well 

system for interim, emergency water supply needs. 
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Figure 4-1:  Schematic of Greenville Utilities Water Distribution System 
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Table 4-1:  Summary of Well Capacity  

Location / 

Designation 

Year 

Constructed 

Pump Flow 

(mgd) 

Pump TDH 

(feet) 

Well Capacity 

(mgd) 

Water Quality 

Concerns 

Eastside 1961 0.33 380 0.17 Fluoride > SMCL 

North Greene Street 1970 0.38 400 0.19 
Fluoride > SMCL 

Iron > SMCL 

Washington Street 1957 0.25 330 0.12 High iron 

Southside 1969 0.32 357 0.16  

Evans Park 1973 0.29 350 0.15  

Northside Blending 
Station 

1999 
1.16 

(total of below) 
---- 

0.58 
(total of below) 

High iron 

Northside Well 0.28 ---- 0.14  

Burroughs Wellcome 0.44 ---- 0.22  

Industrial Boulevard 0.44 ---- 0.22  

 TOTAL1 2.02 mgd  1.01  

1.  The total well capacity excludes Eastside and North Greene St. since these wells have fluoride 

exceeding the SMCL. 

4.2 Storage Facilities 

Water storage facilities consist of two 3 MG finished water storage clearwells at the treatment plant and two 

elevated tanks in the distribution system. Treated water is stored in the two 3 MG clearwells at the WTP 

until pumped into the distribution system by the high service pumps. The elevated tanks contain water at 

the system gradient (elevation 202 feet when full) for equalizing the difference between high service 

pumping rates and varying hourly system demands. The elevated storage also provides storage for 

supplementing fire flows and for emergency use during power outages or system failures.  

Information on the storage facilities is summarized in Table 4-2. There are a total of 6 MG of ground 

storage at the treatment plant and 2.5 MG of elevated storage in the distribution system. The tank utilized 

at the Northside Blending Station is in an older portion of the system is at a lower hydraulic grade than the 

rest of the system and operational with the groundwater wells associated with Northside Blending System. 

Therefore, storage at the Northside Blending Station was not considered for the total storage of the system. 
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Table 4-2:  Summary of Storage Facility Design Criteria 

Location / Designation Type 
Volume 

(MG) 
Depth 
(feet) 

Overflow 
Elevation (feet) 

WTP #1 Clearwell Ground 3.0 35.5 63.5 

WTP #2 Clearwell Ground 3.0 35.5 63.5 

Eastside Tank Elevated 1.0 40 202 

Southside Tank Elevated 1.5 42 202 

 

4.3 Distribution Mains 

The distribution mains convey finished water from the water treatment plant to customers through a 

network of transmission and distribution pipes. The water distribution system consists of a network of 

mains varying in diameter from 2 to 36 inches. Pipe materials include polyvinyl chloride (PVC), steel, 

asbestos cement, cast iron, and ductile iron. The oldest pipes in the system have reportedly been 

constructed in 1905. According to the 2016 Geographical Information system (GIS) data, the total length of 

the water mains is approximately 631 miles.  
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5. Water Distribution System Model Update 

5.1 Background and Objectives 

The original GUC water distribution system hydraulic model was developed in 1995 for the Water 

Distribution System Master Plan. The model contained 10-inch and larger mains as well as some 8-inch 

mains where necessary to complete distribution system loops. The hydraulic model was updated using 

H2Onet Analyzer (Version 3.1) software for the 2001 Water Distribution System Master Plan (Black and 

Veatch, 2001) to account for changes in the distribution system since 1995. The updated model provided a 

more accurate representation of the distribution system than the previous model; however, the model did 

not incorporate all individual pipes in the system, particularly those less than 8 inches in size. 

In the 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan project, the water distribution system model was 

upgraded to an all-pipe model using InfoWater software (Version 8.5), to incorporate all of the system 

pipes, valves, and hydrants from the GIS data. InfoWater also offers hydraulic optimization, fire flow 

calculation, calibration tools, energy analysis, optimal pump scheduling, and demand allocation. The 

program can create pressure contours, monitor Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) 

operations, and run water quality simulations. The 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan also 

included comprehensive field tests to calibrate the all-pipe model. 

The current scope of work and project objectives in this PER include the following: 

• Model structure updates to reflect the latest GIS information for the system. 

• Update of C-factors assigned to pipes based on recent fire flow tests. 

• Incorporation of the existing Winterville distribution system network and demands into the 

model. 

• Incorporation of the ground storage at the WTP into the model to allow assessment of 

clearwell levels during operational scenarios. 

• Update of existing and future demand allocations. 

• Evaluations of system storage requirements. 

• Evaluation of existing and future scenarios to establish a recommended long-term Capital 

Improvements Plan (CIP) for system improvements. 

• Review and assessment of groundwater sources to support GUC needs. 

5.2 Model Structure Updates 

5.2.1 Model Updates from GUC GIS 

Major pumping, transmission and storage facilities in GUC distribution system remain the same since the 

2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan. However, significant pipe network changes were observed by 

comparing the existing model network and most recent waterline GIS file (dated April 4, 2016). 

Approximately 2,000 new pipe segments had been added to the GIS database that required inclusion in 
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the model. Additionally, it was noted there were significant numbers of pipes in the new GIS file with 

locations shifted away from the locations in the existing model. 

Given on the number of pipes in the model need to be updated, Hazen selected to update the model 

network by replacing the entire pipe network with the most recent GIS data provided by GUC staff in 

April 2016. Similar to the updating approach applied in 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan, the 

pipes in GIS and in the model maintain a one-to-one relationship, while the model and the GIS are 

maintained as two separate entities. This approach allows the model and the GIS to share information but 

remain separate. General information about the new GUC distribution system model is summarized in 

Table 5-1. Table 5-2 describes the data layers obtained from the GUC water distribution geo-database 

including the layer name, source, and content. 

Table 5-1:  Summary of GUC Hydraulic Model Criteria 

Parameter Design Criterion 

Software InfoWater 12.3 

Total number of pipes 33,801 

Total number of nodes 32,399 

Coordinate NAD 1983 State Plane North Carolina 3200FIPS (U.S. feet) 

Model detail All-pipe model 

GIS integration One-to-one (matching ID) 

Demand 2015 billing data 

Ground elevation NCDOT LiDAR data (May 2007) 

 

Pipes were imported into the model from the GIS files using the built-in tool of InfoWater software. The pipe 

identification (ID) currently remains as a one-to-one match to the GIS pipe IDs. Other data attributes, such 

as pipe diameter, installation year, and material were carried in the data import process. The pipe lengths 

were calculated in InfoWater based on node and bend coordinates. The interior roughness of the water 

mains, measured as Hazen-Williams coefficient (e.g., C-factor), was transferred to each pipe from the 

2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan model in which the Hazen-Williams coefficients were 

determined based on the pipe material, pipe age, and field tests conducted by Hazen and Sawyer. The 

GIS data was checked for connectivity problems or pipe size errors using InfoWater built-in tools.  

Model nodes (network junctions) were also recreated at the ends of pipe segments. Elevations were 

automatically assigned to the model using the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT) Light 

Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) Data downloaded from NCDOT website (release date May 2007). Each 

node was assigned one or several kinds of demands. Current demands were distributed based on 2015 

billing records. Diurnal demand patterns are also part of the node demand data.  
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Table 5-2:  GIS Data Layers Used During Model Construction 

GIS Data Layer Data Source Content 

GUC water lines 

Layer from the GUC Water 
System 

Geo-database (April 2016) 

GIS layer contained all existing pipes as 
small as 2-inch and included all hydrant 
laterals. 

GUC water symbols 

Layer from the GUC Water 
System 

Geo-database (April 2016) 

GIS layer contained the following water 
system components: valves, hydrants, 
blowoffs, plugs, reducers, etc. 

Greenville topo raster 
map 

NCDOT LiDAR Data (May 2007) 
Elevation contour data, which were 
assigned to the model using automatic 
functions in InfoWater software. 

2015 meter locations 

Layer from the GUC Water 
System  

Geo-database (April 2016) 

Data layer contained all of the current 
GUC water meter locations. This data 
were linked to 2015 water billing data, 
which contained the monthly and yearly 
consumption statistics summarized for 
each meter. Using automatic functions in 
the InfoWater software, demands were 
assigned to the nearest pipe, which 
automatically allocated flow to the 
connecting model junctions. 

Service area 

Layer from the GUC Water 
System 

Geo-database (April 2016) 

Approximate service area boundaries 
were used to verify which pipes should 
be included 

Aerial photography ---- 
Aerial photography was utilized to verify 
new subdivision development 

 

The pump stations and elevated storage tanks in the model remain identical to the 2013 Water Distribution 

System Master Plan model. GUC’s WTP clearwells were not included in the 2013 modeling efforts. In this 

current work, clearwells were incorporated to allow an assessment of the performance in conjunction with 

high service pumping. 

The model determines the flows and pressures that would exist in a distribution system under a specified 

set of conditions. The model’s facility manager with advanced Active Topology Alternative allows a single 

model of the water system to be maintained while quickly developing and evaluating an array of modeling 

alternatives. Every change cascades through the entire set of projects in an easy-to-use, tree-like structure. 

This architecture allows a switch between scenarios, a comparison of input data, a merge of models, and a 

comparison of results to illustrate how the system will react to different conditions and planning horizons.  
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5.2.2 C-factor Updates from Recent Field Tests 

A comprehensive model calibration was completed in the 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan. 

Only limited calibration was conducted in this model update. C-factor testing and hydrant flow testing 

results for GUC’s water main rehabilitation project was conducted by Brown and Caldwell in the summer of 

2015. The tests were primarily performed in the downtown area on the old cast iron pipes. A summary of 

the C-factor testing results is provided in Table 5-3. The measured C-factors from the 2015 tests measured 

a wide range of variability and do not reflect a definitive condition for specific materials or installation years. 

With the variability reflected in the 2015 C-factor tests, only the C-factors of the specific pipes tested in 

2015 were updated in the model. The updated C-factor field data are provided in Appendix A.  

Table 5-3:  Summary of the Water Main C-factors 

from Field Tests in Summer 2015 

C-Factor Range Counts 

< 40 12 

40 – 60 5 

60 – 80 3 

80 – 100 2 

100 – 120 2 

120 – 150 10 

> 150 6 

5.2.3 Incorporation of Winterville System and Existing Demands 

The Winterville system was simulated as a wholesale customer point in the 2013 Water Distribution 

System Master Plan. After the 2013 effort, GUC staff added the Winterville distribution system into the 

GUC model. Similar to the GUC system portion of the model, significant pipe network changes were 

observed by comparing the model network and the most recent Winterville pipeline network GIS file. In 

addition, the existing demands in Winterville system required updating.  

Using the same approach as the GUC system portion of the model, Hazen and Sawyer updated the 

Winterville system model by replacing the entire pipe network with the most recent Winterville pipeline GIS 

data. Pipes were imported into the model from the GIS files using the built-in tool of InfoWater software. 

The pipe IDs currently remain as a one-to-one match to the GIS pipe IDs. Other data attributes, such as 

pipe diameter, installation year, and material were carried in the data import process. The pipe lengths 

were calculated in InfoWater based on node and bend coordinates. The interior roughness of the water 

mains, measured as Hazen-Williams coefficient, was transferred to each pipe from the existing Winterville 

model. The GIS data was checked for connectivity problems or pipe size errors using InfoWater built-in 

tools. 
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Model nodes (e.g., network junctions) were also recreated at the ends of pipe segments. Elevations were 

automatically assigned to the model using the NCDOT LiDAR data downloaded from NCDOT website 

(release date May 2007). Each node was assigned one or several kinds of demands. Current demands 

were distributed based on 2015 billing records. The pump stations and storage tanks in the model remain 

the same. 

5.2.4 Ground Storage in Model 

Prior to the model updates as part of this project, the high service pump station was modeled as a facility 

pumping from a static reservoir offering unlimited supply. This is typical of distribution system models, as it 

is generally assumed that plant capacity can be adjusted to maintain a desired clearwell level. In this 

project, the model was updated to include the WTP clearwell, which allows for the evaluation of diurnal 

clearwell levels in combination with high service pumping.  

In the updated model, water is pumped to the clearwell at a constant rate (set to the daily demand of the 

scenario being run) from a reservoir representing the WTP. The high service pump station then pumps 

from the clearwell. The clearwell is dimensioned in the model to have the same volume and head range as 

the GUC clearwell. Where future clearwell storage is planned for specific scenarios, this additional storage 

is incorporated into the model. 

5.3 Current and Future System Demand Allocation 

It is critical to properly distribute water demands in the model to reflect current and future water usage in 

the GUC system. The process ensures the accuracy of the hydraulic analysis as well as the water quality 

calculations, both of which are dependent on the spatial distribution of demand. Accuracy becomes 

particularly critical at extreme ends of the system, such as dead-end pipes. Existing demand allocation was 

an automated process of spatially assigning existing water demands to the model. 

5.3.1 Current Demand Allocation 

The best available information about the location and magnitude of demands in the distribution system is 

the utility’s meter reading and billing data. Meter readings in year 2015 and service address data were 

extracted from the billing system. GUC staff provided 2015 monthly water billing data from all 36,424 

customer meters. The annual average day demand (ADD) for each user account was summarized and 

assigned to a corresponding water meter points in GIS. Using this meter point GIS layer, water demand 

was allocated to the nearest model junction using the Demand Allocator, a built-in function in InfoWater. 

Additionally, rules were setup to ensure that only desired nodes are selected for demand assignment. 
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The current demand at each node of the model was allocated based on billing records associated with the 

water meters surrounding the node, plus the non-revenue generated water. The billing record approach 

assured demands were disaggregated to each node in the grid system, thereby ensuring the most 

accurate flow calculations in small pipes. This approach also enables GUC to easily update the demand in 

the model for subsequent studies. The distribution of water usage in GUC’s water service area is illustrated 

in Figure 5-1. Each yellow dot represents a water meter with GUC billing data. Each purple dot represents 

a water meter with Winterville billing data.  

Demand calculated from billing records was adjusted for non-revenue water. Non-revenue water is the 

difference between the total water billed and the total flow leaving the water plants. Therefore, demand was 

distributed using billing records but the total demand in the model matches production records. The 

average production in 2015 was 12.8 mgd and the total from billing records was 11.1 mgd. The difference 

of 1.7 mgd, or 13 percent, represents non-revenue water. Non-revenue water may be caused by either 

physical losses due to leakage in the system, administrative losses due to illegal connections and under 

registration of the water meters, or activities such as hydrant flushing, or fire training. This percentage of 

non-revenue water is in the normal range compared with other utilities in North Carolina. The non-revenue 

water was distributed in the model by proportionally adjusting each node’s demand. 

Diurnal demand patterns are defined in the model to generate hour-by-hour demand variations in the 

distribution system. The patterns are critical for accurately calculating velocities, travel times, and tank level 

changes for extended-period simulations (EPSs). Diurnal demand patterns are calculated based on the 

hourly pumping rates and tank levels from SCADA of a typical summer day in 2015. 
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Figure 5-1:  Location of Water Meters in Distribution System 
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5.3.2 Future Demand Allocation 

Future demands were allocated to existing model nodes based on projected demand growth in TAZ (refer 

to Section 3.6). For each future year analyzed, current demand at each node in the model was scaled up 

proportionally to projected demand growth in the TAZ in which the node was located. Some model nodes 

(representing approximately 3 percent of the 2015 demand) were not located within TAZ. Demand growth 

at these nodes was assumed to be proportional to demand growth in the GUC service area. The GUC 

service area was assumed to stay within the current boundaries through 2050 (refer to Section 3.7), so 

future demand was allocated without adding any new demand nodes to the model. 

The aforementioned demand allocation method resulted in portions of future demand located at several 

existing nodes impractical for the supply of additional demand. For example, in a few cases future demand 

was placed at the end of 2-inch dead-end mains near vacant parcels, resulting in excessive headloss and 

low pressures that does not reflect how system implementation would occur. In these cases, demand was 

manually reallocated to nearby nodes better able to supply the demand. Future demand allocation in the 

model is an approximation and can be refined as growth patterns become more apparent and can be 

allocated using billing records. 

5.3.3 Demand from Automatic Flushers 

Demands from GUC’s automatic flushers were added to the model at the hydrant nodes where the flushers 

are located. Diurnal patterns were applied to the flusher demands to approximate the flushing schedules. 

Demand from automatic flushers was only accounted for in water age model simulations. Automatic 

flushing is not expected to have a significant impact on maximum or minimum system pressures, because 

average daily flushing volume is only 0.15 million gallons. Table 5-4 summarizes the locations and 

operational conditions of GUC’s automatic flushers. 

Table 5-4:  Summary of Location and Operational Condition of Automatic Flushers 

Code Location Hydrant Days 1 
Start 

Time 2 

Finish 
Time 

Flow 
(gpm) 

AF 01 Silver Creek 2755  Su-S 4:00 4:10 142 

AF 04 Staton House Road 2035  Su-S 2:00 2:10 116 

AF 05 Bradford Creek. (Brandenburg ) 2171  Su-S 4:00 4:10 194 

AF 08 Stantonsburg Road 1872  Su-S 3:00 3:20 142 

AF 09 Allenridge (Ellery-cul de sac) 3149  Su-S NA3 NA NA 

AF 12 Landover (Sweetbay) 3487  Su-S 4:00 4:10 172 

AF 14 Flagstone Drive (Cobblestone) 3242  Su-S 1:00 1:05 150 

AF 16 Brookville Drive (Cobblestone) 3375  Su-S 2:00 2:10 160 

AF 17 Millcreek (Megan Drive E.)  3094  Su-S 1:00 1:03 180 

AF 19 Bristolmoor  3210  Su-S 2:00 2:04 217 

AF 20 Emerald Park (Jade E.) 3329  Su-S 1:30 1:50 75 
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Table 5-4:  Summary of Location and Operational Condition of Automatic Flushers 

Code Location Hydrant Days 1 
Start 

Time 2 

Finish 
Time 

Flow 
(gpm) 

AF 33 Cambria (Brookhollow) 3393  Su-S 2:00 2:08 157 

AF 37 Van Gert 2901  Su-S NA NA NA 

AF 39 Landmark church (Dickinson 
Road) 

NA  Su-S 2:00 4:47 179 

AF 42 Country Squire Est. 1065  Su-S 1:30 1:33 164 

AF 43 Mills Street 643  Su-S 1:00 1:02 164 

AF 46 Diamond Drive 1996  Su-S 0:30 0:33 180 

AF 48 Bradford Park (N.) 2353  Su-S 1:00 1:07 NA 

AF 49 Langston Blvd. (Langston Farms) 3221  Su-S 2:00 2:03 100 

AF 51 Bethel Interconnect NA  Su-S NA NA NA 

AF 53 Norcott & Gooden 519  Su-S 2:30 3:54 224 

AF 54 Howell Street 545  Su-S 1:30 2:45 134 

AF 55 Kennedy Circle 522  Su-S 1:00 1:40 1500 

AF 56 Merriwood Lane 1797 Su/T/Th/S 2:00 2:55 180 

AF 57 Copperfield Lane 2404 M/W/F 2:00 3:00 172 

AF 58 North Creek Drive 3560 M 1:00 1:45 157 

AF 59 E. Baywood Lane 3553  Su-S 1:00 1:04 97 

1 “Su-S” means that a flusher is operated every day, Sunday to Saturday. 
2 All times provided are AM. 
3 Information marked as “NA“ was missing from data provided by GUC staff. When hydrant number was not available 
the flushing demand was assigned to a node near the location given. Flushers for which no flow was given were 

assumed to not be operating. 

 

5.3.4 Diurnal Demand Pattern Setup 

Diurnal demand patterns are defined in the model to generate hour-by-hour demand variations in the 

distribution system. The patterns are critical for accurately calculating velocities, travel times, and tank level 

changes for extended period simulations. As part of GUC’s 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan, 

SCADA records from 2010 were used to calculate diurnal demand patterns. Those same demand patterns 

were applied to node demands for modeling current and future conditions in this project. Separate patterns 

were used for average day conditions and maximum day conditions.  
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Figure 5-2 illustrates the diurnal demand pattern used for GUC’s maximum day demand. The curve over 

the striped region represents the diurnal demand pattern used for maximum day demand (calculated from 

July 7, 2010 SCADA data). The area shaded in solid blue is 9 percent of the striped area, meaning that 

required equalizing storage is equal to 9 percent of maximum daily demand. 

Figure 5-2:  Maximum Day Demand Diurnal Curve 

 

5.4 System Storage Capacity Evaluation 

5.4.1 Storage Requirement Criteria 

Water storage is required for equalizing demand, providing fire protection, and supplying the system in an 

emergency. Equalizing storage allows water to be supplied at a constant rate equal to the average demand 

for the day. Fire storage ensures water is available for the defined duration while production sources and 

pump stations supply the projected maximum day demand. Emergency storage is used during main 

breaks, equipment failures, power outages, contamination of raw water supplies, or natural disasters that 

disrupt normal service.  
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Storage requirements were evaluated for the GUC distribution system using two criteria. The first criterion 

is that the storage capacity should exceed the combined storage requirements for equalizing and 

firefighting. For firefighting, a maximum required fire flow of 3,500 gallon per minute (gpm) with a duration 

of three hours was assumed (per AWWA Manual M31), which corresponds to a fire storage volume of 

0.63 MG. The second criterion is defined by DEQ. Storage in the system should exceed half the demand 

for an average day. Emergency storage can include distributed storage (e.g., elevated in GUC’s system) 

and clearwell storage, whereas only elevated storage is considered for the combination of equalizing and 

fire flow storage requirements. 

Determining the size and location of storage facilities is an important part of distribution system planning. If 

additional storage is recommended based on the evaluations, the following factors need to be considered:  

• The location of the proposed storage facility (close to transmission mains, high ground 

elevation, dense demand area).  

• The capacity of the proposed storage facility. 

• The relative economics of constructing additional pumping and transmission facilities 

versus additional system storage facilities. 

• Impact on hydraulic performance of the existing storage facilities.  

• Impact on water quality, specifically water age. 

5.4.2 Current and Future Storage Requirements 

Storage requirements for GUC’s water supply system in 2015, 2020, 2025, 2030, 2040 and 2050 were 

calculated. Only demand within the GUC service area was considered in calculating storage requirements. 

It was assumed that wholesale customers will provide their own storage capacity for emergencies and fire 

flows. The required storage was compared to the existing storage capacity. If a storage deficiency was 

identified, new storage was proposed to ensure sufficient storage capacity for the projected demands. 

5.4.2.1 Volume Analysis 

Table 5-5 provides the storage requirements for equalizing and firefighting for the planning period. Only 

elevated storage in the distribution system was considered for equalizing and firefighting. The two existing 

elevated storage tanks are marginally sufficient to meet the equalizing and firefighting storage requirement 

of 2.5 MG for warm and dry (high-demand) conditions at 2015 demand levels. As demand increases from 

present through construction of new storage, deficiencies in storage volumes will exist. Addition of a 2 MG 

elevated tank by 2020 and another 2 MG tank by 2040 will meet and exceed equalizing and firefighting 

storage requirements through 2050. The proposed tanks would also meet storage requirements if the tanks 

were each only 1.5 MG. However, extended period simulations showed that with 1.5 MG tanks, tank levels 

would fall below 50 percent if elevated storage is solely relied upon for peak hour demands. Therefore, it is 

recommended that 2 MG tanks be constructed. 
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The requirements for emergency storage in the planning period are provided in Table 5-6 for the GUC 

service area. The existing 2.5 MG of elevated storage and 6 MG of clearwell storage at the WTP were 

considered for a combined capacity of 8.5 MG. This existing capacity would be sufficient to meet 

emergency storage needs through 2025. If the addition of the two 2 MG tanks is considered sufficient, then 

emergency storage would be available through 2040. However, as detailed in Section 15, additional 

clearwell capacity is proposed at the WTP to attain adequate disinfection contact time. This additional 

storage capacity is included in Table 5-6, with a 3 MG clearwell added by 2020 and another 3 MG clearwell 

added by 2040, which results in surplus emergency storage through the year 2050. 

Table 5-5:  Summary of Distribution Storage Analysis for GUC Service Area Only 

Year 
MDD 1 

(mgd) 

Equalizing 
Storage 2 

(MG) 

Fire Flow 
Storage 3 

(MG) 

Total 
Storage 
Needed 

(MG) 

Existing 
Storage 

(MG) 

Existing and 
Proposed 

Storage (MG) 

Surplus 
Storage 

(MG) 

2015 20.3 1.8 0.6 2.5 2.5 2.5 0 

2020 23.5 2.1 0.6 2.7 2.5 4.5 1.8 

2025 25.7 2.3 0.6 2.9 2.5 4.5 1.6 

2030 28.2 2.5 0.6 3.2 2.5 4.5 1.3 

2040 35.6 3.2 0.6 3.8 2.5 6.5 2.7 

2050 46.1 4.1 0.6 4.8 2.5 6.5 1.7 

1 MDD is based on maximum day demand in GUC system on a dry (high-demand) year with other wholesale demands 
curtailed 

2 9% of MDD (from summer 2010 diurnal curve). 
3 3,500 gpm for 3 hours (AWWA M31). 

 

Table 5-6:  Summary of Emergency Storage for GUC Service Area Only 

Year 
ADD 

GUC (mgd) 

Needed 
Emergency 

Storage (MG) 1 

Existing 
Storage 

(MG) 

Existing and 
Proposed 

Storage (MG) 
Surplus Storage 

(MG) 

2015 13.2 6.6 8.5 8.5 1.9 

2020 15.3 7.6 8.5 13.5 5.9 

2025 16.7 8.4 8.5 13.5 5.1 

2030 18.3 9.2 8.5 13.5 4.3 

2040 23.1 11.6 8.5 18.5 6.9 

2050 29.9 15.0 8.5 18.5 3.5 

1 Half of ADD (per DEQ). 
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5.4.2.2 New Elevated Tank Locations 

The first proposed 2 MG tank is recommended to be located in the southeastern sector of the distribution 

system, in the vicinity of the intersection of East Fire Tower Road and Charles Boulevard based on an 

assessment of the current GUC water system, the anticipated distribution of future development, and 

model simulations. The second 2 MG tank is proposed near the intersection of Dickinson Avenue and 

Greenville Boulevard. These locations were chosen for the following reasons: 

• Proximity to a high demand area. 

• Favorable ground elevations. 

• Undeveloped properties for elevated storage. 

• Proximity to major existing / proposed transmission mains. 

• Good performance with the existing elevated storage tanks. 

The 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan included one proposed storage tank at Dickinson Avenue 

and Greenville Boulevard due to Farmville’s anticipated high demand for wholesale water. Since the 2013 

Water Distribution System Master Plan, Farmville’s projected demand has decreased. For this reason, 

storage is proposed to be built first in the southeast portion of the distribution system. Both proposed tanks 

will be on the same hydraulic grade line as the two existing elevated tanks and will have satisfactory 

hydraulic performance in conjunction with proposed transmission mains. 

5.5 Modeling Methods Used to Evaluate System Performance 

5.5.1 Design Criteria 

The performance of the current and future water distribution system with recommended improvements was 

evaluated by conducting hydraulic and water quality simulations. In addition to criteria for pumping capacity 

and storage capacity, distribution system performance was evaluated based on tank balancing, system 

pressure, and water age. Fire flows were evaluated in detail in the 2013 Water Distribution System Master 

Plan and were not revisited as part of this PER. Model comparisons to design criteria identified issues in 

the distribution system and established an improvement program to reinforce the existing system to meet 

projected water demands through the year 2050. With well-defined design criteria, a water distribution 

system will maintain appropriate system pressures, appropriate system reliability, optimized system 

operation cost, and acceptable water quality.  

5.5.1.1 Tank Balancing 

The transmission and distribution system should be designed such that transmission capacity toward a 

given area of the network is proportional to demand in that area of the network. Since GUC’s network 

operates with one pressure zone, all tanks in the network should have approximately the same water 

surface elevations under the range of expected operating conditions. Future transmission piping was 

designed to minimize hydraulic grade line differences between tanks. 
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5.5.1.2 System Pressure 

The North Carolina Administrative Code (NCAC) requires that elevated storage tanks be designed to 

provide at least 20 pounds per square inch (psi) during fire flow conditions and 30 psi during peak flow 

conditions. In general, the minimum target pressure for the water distribution system is 35 psi at ground 

level at all points in the system during peak hour conditions without fire flows including at the highest 

ground elevations in the service area. However, during fire flow events, the water pressure should not fall 

below 20 psi at any hydrants in the systems. The maximum pressure target in the system is 110 psi, the 

currently predicted maximum pressure. Much of GUC’s system is PVC, pressure tested to 150 psi at 

installation. Therefore, avoiding increasing pressures beyond the current maximum is important to 

maintaining system integrity and reliability. 

5.5.1.3 Water Age 

A typical water quality index in distribution systems is water age. Water age in the distribution system refers 

to the travel time of water after leaving the clearwell of the WTP and before entering the customer’s 

plumbing system. Water age is considered a major variable linked to water quality deterioration in drinking 

water distribution systems. As water travels through the distribution system, it undergoes various chemical, 

physical and aesthetic transformations that affect water quality. The longer water resides in the distribution 

system, the greater potential for water quality transformation. 

5.5.2 Model Simulations 

Three types of model simulations to include steady state hydraulic, extended period hydraulic, and 

extended period water age were conducted for the existing distribution system and for future scenarios. 

5.5.2.1 Steady State Peak Hour Demand Hydraulic Simulations 

Steady state hydraulic simulations were conducted to estimate system pressures under peak demand, 

when the system is expected to experience the lowest pressures. For these scenarios, the demand was 

set to peak hour demand on the maximum demand day for a dry (high-demand) year. High service pumps 

were set to provide maximum day demand flow (but not peak hour flow). Distribution tanks were set at 

50 percent full, their lowest anticipated operating level. 

With the exception of Winterville, GUC can curtail supply to wholesale customers when GUC’s system is 

experiencing high demands. Peak hour scenarios included maximum day demand in the Greenville and 

Winterville systems and no demand from other wholesale customers, since those conditions represent the 

highest anticipated total demand. Peak hour scenarios were also conducted with 90-percentile demand in 

Greenville and Winterville and maximum day demand from the wholesale customers to ensure sufficient 

storage, transmission, and distribution capacity. Results from those “90%+wholesale” scenarios are not 

included in this PER, but also showed acceptable system pressures. 
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5.5.2.2 Extended Period Maximum Day Demand Hydraulic Simulations 

Extended period simulations were conducted to assess how tank levels fluctuated when the system was 

subjected to the maximum day demand diurnal demand pattern. High service pumps were controlled to 

turn on and off based on tank levels so that tanks would fluctuate between approximately 60 percent full 

and approximately full during each 24-hour period. The simulations were run for 96 hours, with data 

recorded during the last 48 hours. The same extended period simulations were used to estimate maximum 

system pressures. 

As with steady state peak hour simulations, extended period simulation results include maximum day 

demand in the Greenville and Winterville systems with no wholesale demand. Simulations were conducted 

with 90th percentile demand in Greenville and Winterville and maximum day demand from other wholesale 

customers to ensure system performance under those conditions. 

5.5.2.3 Extended Period Average Day Water Age Simulations 

For the extended period water age simulations, the model was set to operate under average day demand 

conditions with the average day diurnal demand pattern. Because water age increases as demand 

decreases, average day demand for a wet (low-demand) year was used to produce a conservative 

estimate of water age. High service pumps were controlled to turn on and off based on tank levels so that 

tanks would fluctuate between approximately 60 percent full and approximately full during each 24-hour 

period.   

The water age simulation module of the distribution system model calculated the water ages in the 

distribution system with an extended period simulation of 720 hours (30 days) to achieve water age 

equilibrium. The model’s water age predictions are meaningful only after equilibrium is established, so the 

model output for the final 24 hours of simulation was used to represent the average water age. 

To evaluate the effectiveness of the automatic flushing program, water age simulations for the existing 

system were conducted with and without the automatic flushers. Water age simulations for future scenarios 

did not include automatic flushing. 

5.6 Evaluation of Existing Distribution System Performance 

5.6.1 Tank Balancing 

GUC’s current distribution network results in good hydraulic balance between the two existing tanks. 

Modelled conditions included a maximum head difference of 2 feet between the two tanks during an 

extended period simulation with a maximum day demand of 21 mgd. Figure 5-3 provides an illustration of 

the 2015 maximum day demand extended period simulation results.  
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Figure 5-3:  2015 Maximum Day Demand Extended Period Simulation Results 

 

5.6.2 System Pressure 

System pressures with 2015 maximum day and a peak hour demand of 27.5 mgd are illustrated in 

Figure 5-4. The modeling results demonstrated that the system will maintain a minimum pressure greater 

than 40 psi at all points in the system. The northern bank of the Tar River experiences the highest 

maximum pressures due to the low ground elevation and high hydraulic grade level near the WTP. The 

maximum pressure reached in that area during the extended period simulation was 110 psi. 

5.6.3 Water Quality Performance 

Figures 5-5a and 5-5b illustrate estimated water age for the 2015 average day scenario without automatic 

flushing. The highest water ages are predicted in the southeast and northwest portions of the system. High 

water age in the southeast may be caused by low demand in the area and its location downstream of the 

Southside and Eastside storage tanks. High water age in the northwest is likely due to its distance from the 

WTP and low demand. With the exception of isolated situations where dead-end mains or pipes with low 

demands exist, in general the water age in GUC’s system is less than three days and did not demonstrate 

any systemic water quality concerns as a function of water age. Figures 5-6a and 5-6b illustrate estimated 

water age for the same 2015 average day scenario but with automatic flushing. Water age in the network 

overall is similar with and without the flushers; however, some of the flushers (eg. flushers 4, 8, 46 and 58) 

provide a notable reduction in water age at the specific locations where they are installed. 
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Figure 5-4: Pressure with 2015 Peak Hour Demand, Steady State, Pumps Set to MDD, 

and Tanks 50% Full 
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Figure 5-5:  2015 Average Day Demand Water Age without Automatic Flushing 
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Figure 5-6:  2015 Average Day Demand Water Age without Automatic Flushing (city center) 
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Figure 5-7:  2015 Average Day Demand Water Age with Automatic Flushing 
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Figure 5-8:  2015 Average Day Demand Water Age with Automatic Flushing (city center) 
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5.7 Evaluation of Future System Improvements and Phasing 

The model evaluated future transmission mains and system performance. High service pumping is integral 

to the recommendations and evaluations for future transmission mains. The proposed improvements are 

phased by year, but are sized based on anticipated water demand in that year. Figure 5-7 provides an 

illustration of the proposed transmission mains and storage tanks by installation year. 

5.7.1 Proposed 2020 Improvements 

Installation of a 48-inch transmission main from the WTP high service pump station to Old River Road is 

proposed for 2020. This proposed main will reduce velocity and headloss in the parallel existing 36-inch 

main leaving the WTP. The existing 36-inch main currently carries all flow leaving the high service pump 

station. 

Installation of a new 30-inch transmission main is proposed starting at the intersection of Highway 13 and 

West Belvoir Highway, east along Pactolus Highway, then south along Greenville Boulevard N.E., and 

crossing the Tar River on the eastern side of the City. The proposed 30-inch main will connect to a 

proposed main heading east along E. 10th Street, then south along Portertown Road, and west along 

E. Fire Tower Road to a proposed 2 MG Southeast elevated storage tank near the intersection of E. Fire 

Tower Road and Charles Boulevard. The transmission pipes and tank will provide storage and supply for 

anticipated demand growth in the southeastern portion of the network. 

The 2013 Water Distribution System Master Plan called for all additional transmission across the Tar River 

to be on the western side of the City. However, anticipated wholesale flows to Farmville have decreased 

since that plan was developed and significant growth is projected in the southeastern portion of the city. 

Transmission capacity in the eastern side of the City is therefore a priority. There is a lack of transmission 

capacity in the eastern and southeastern portion of the service area. A 16-inch transmission main is 

proposed to connect the Eastside and Southeast Tanks to promote hydraulic balance between the two 

tanks. A proposed 20-inch transmission main heading southwest from the Southeast Tank helps to balance 

that tank with the Southside Tank and also increases supply to the southwestern portion of the system. 

This proposed approach establishes a nearly complete transmission loop around the system providing 

reliability and flexibility in the system. 

5.7.1.1 Proposed 2025 Improvements 

Improvements proposed for 2025 include 20-inch and 24-inch transmission mains continuing west along 

Fire Tower Road from the 20-inch transmission main installed in 2020 and then north along NC-11 S. 

These mains will reinforce supply to the southwestern portion of the system where substantial demand 

growth is anticipated and additional transmission and distribution capacity is proposed for future years. 

A 12-inch transmission main connecting existing mains on U.S. 64 Alternate and NC-11 in the far northern 

part of the system is also proposed in 2025. Connecting these two long mains will provide redundancy and 

make it possible to increase supply to both the far northeast and far northwest portions of the network by 

increasing transmission capacity along Porter Road. 
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5.7.1.2 Proposed 2030 Improvements 

Proposed improvements in 2030 include a 36-inch transmission main heading west from the WTP along 

Old River Road and then south across the Tar River parallel to the U.S. 264 Bypass. This transmission 

main will parallel an existing 24-inch main crossing the river. The proposed main, ending at U.S. Hwy 43, 

will increase transmission capacity across the river and provide more supply to the western side of the City. 

These proposed improvements will enable a hydraulic balance with the eastern side. 

A 24-inch north-to-south transmission main is also proposed for 2030 in the southwestern portion of the 

system. This main is located along Frog Level Road. This main will convey supply south from the existing 

24-inch main along Dickinson Avenue to areas with increasing demand. 

5.7.1.3 Proposed 2040 Improvements 

Proposed 2040 improvements include a 36-inch transmission main extending the 36-inch main added in 

2030 east along U.S. Hwy 43 and south along W. Arlington Boulevard to the intersection with NC-11 S. 

From that intersection, a 24-inch transmission main is proposed heading south along NC-11 S. and ending 

at Regency Boulevard where the main will connect to the 24-inch main added in 2025. These 36-inch and 

24-inch mains will increase supply to the southwestern portion of the system. Along with transmission 

mains proposed in earlier phases, these mains will complete a loop around the service area. 

A 12-inch distribution main in the southeast area of the system along County Home Road and a 12-inch 

distribution main in the northern part of the system are also proposed for 2040. These distribution pipes will 

supply growing demand in the far reaches of the system and maintain adequate pressures in those areas. 

A 2 MG Westside elevated storage tank is also proposed for 2040 near the intersection of S.W. Greenville 

Boulevard and the Dickinson Avenue Extension (U.S. Hwy 13). No new transmission mains connecting to 

the new tank are proposed for 2040; however, the new tank will be connected to the rest of the network via 

the existing 24 and 20-inch mains that intersect at that point. This new tank will provide storage for the 

southwestern portion of the system, which is far from other tanks and is expected to experience substantial 

demand growth in the future. 

5.7.1.4 Proposed 2050 Improvements 

Most of the proposed 2050 improvements are 12 to 20-inch distribution mains to improve distribution 

capacity in the northwest, southwest, and southeast areas of the system. A 16-inch transmission main is 

also proposed along Dickinson Avenue to increase supply to the Southeast Tank installed in 2040 by 

connecting this tank to the 36-inch transmission main along Arlington Road. 
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Figure 5-9:  Proposed Future Transmission and Distribution Mains by Year of Installation 
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5.7.2 Future System Performance with Recommended Improvements 

The results of a maximum day demand extended period simulations for future scenarios with proposed 

improvements are illustrated in Figures 5-8 through 5-12. Tank hydraulic grade lines are balanced within 

5 feet of each other for all scenarios. Pressures under peak hour and maximum day demand conditions are 

illustrated in Figures 5-13 through 5-17. Pressures are greater than 40 psi in the vast majority of the system 

for all scenarios. Some nodes, mainly in the southwest and far northern portions of the system, experience 

pressures between 35 and 40 psi. All predicted nodal pressures are greater than 35 psi.  

As with existing conditions, the model predicts the highest pressures in the northern portion of the system 

near the WTP. Maximum pressures reached during the extended period simulation for each future scenario 

are summarized in Table 5-7. Maximum pressures are predicted to decrease in comparison to existing 

conditions with the proposed improvements, which will reduce stress on pipes and improve system 

reliability. 

Water age for each future scenario in an average day, low-demand year, without flushing, is illustrated in 

Figures 5-18 through 5-22. In 2020, 2025 and 2030, water age is the highest in the vicinity of the Southside 

and Eastside tanks and in the southwestern portion of the network due to residence time in the tanks and 

distance from the WTP. In comparison to existing conditions, water age in the southeastern portion of the 

system is lower and water age in the southwestern portion of the system is higher. This is largely a function 

of the fresh water being delivered to the eastern portion of the system via new transmission and the 

addition of 2 MG of storage, thereby almost doubling the current system storage at 2020. As demands 

increase and transmission capacity is eventually added in the western portion of the system, the overall 

water age is improved.  

High water age is also observed in the far northern portion of the water system near the Town of Bethel. 

This is a function of demand in that area and is not effectively addressed with strategies other than 

increasing demand at the north end of the lines. Therefore, this area should be monitored and continuation 

of flushing in that area may be required. The demand in this area is influenced by the fact that Bethel does 

not receive all of its water from GUC, exacerbating the low demand conditions in the northern portion of the 

system. Consideration should be given to the benefits of GUC supplying all of Bethel’s demand, which 

could reduce the need for flushing in this area. Under a separate project, Hazen is assisting GUC staff with 

an evaluation for its acquisition of Bethel’s system and water supply options to Bethel are being considered 

as part of that separate study. Hydraulic modeling conducted by Hazen as part of that evaluation has 

indicated that the 12-inch connector main proposed near Bethel for 2525 may exacerbate water age 

problems in that area of the network. Once it has been decided how much of Bethel’s demand GUC will 

supply in the future, hydraulic conditions in this area of the network should be reevaluated to determine 

how redundancy and capacity could be improved while keeping water age as low as possible. 
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Table 5-7:  Tank Hydraulic Grade Line Differences and Maximum Pressures 

for Existing and Future Scenario Extended Period Simulations 

Year 
Maximum Tank HGL 

Difference (feet) 
Maximum Nodal Pressure 

(psi) 

2015 1.9 110 

2020 4.3 103 

2025 4.3 102 

2030 2.4 102 

2040 2.9 99 

2050 4.8 104 

2020 Partial 1 10.9 116 

1 2020 partial results include partial improvements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5-10:  2020 Maximum Day Demand Extended Period Simulation Results 
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Figure 5-11:  2025 Maximum Day Demand Extended Period Simulation Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-12:  2030 Maximum Day Demand Extended Period Simulation Results 
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Figure 5-13:  2040 Maximum Day Demand Extended Period Simulation Results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5-14:  2050 Maximum Day Demand Extended Period Simulation Results 
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Figure 5-15:  System Pressure with 2020 Peak Hour Demand, Steady State, Pumps Set 
to Maximum Day Demand, and Tanks 50% Full 
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Figure 5-16:  System Pressure with 2025 Peak Hour Demand, Steady State, Pumps Set 
to Maximum Day Demand, and Tanks 50% Full 
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Figure 5-17:  System Pressure with 2030 Peak Hour Demand, Steady State, Pumps Set 
to Maximum Day Demand, and Tanks 50% Full 
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Figure 5-18:  System Pressure with 2040 Peak Hour Demand, Steady State, Pumps Set 
to Maximum Day Demand, and Tanks 50% Full 
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Figure 5-19:  System Pressure with 2050 Peak Hour Demand, Steady State, Pumps Set to 
Maximum Day Demand, and Tanks 50% Full 
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Figure 5-20:  2020 Average Day Demand (Low-Demand Year) Water Age without 
Automatic Flushing 
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Figure 5-21:  2025 Average Day Demand (Low-Demand Year) Water Age without 

Automatic Flushing 
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Figure 5-22:  2030 Average Day Demand (Low-Demand Year) Water Age without Automatic 

Flushing 
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Figure 5-23:  2040 Average Day Demand (Low-Demand Year) Water Age without 

Automatic Flushing 
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Figure 5-24:  2050 Average Day Demand (Low-Demand Year) Water Age without 
Automatic Flushing 
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5.8 High Service Pumping Improvements 

5.8.1 Use of Variable Speed Drives 

The finished water pump station at the WTP houses four constant speed, vertical turbine pumps. The can-

style pumps transfer finished water from two 3 MG ground storage tanks to the distribution system. 

Finished water is drawn from the ground storage tanks and conveyed to the pump station through a 

36-inch pipeline to the four high service pumps and single filter backwash pump. The existing high service 

pump design conditions are summarized in Table 5-8.  

Table 5-8:  Summary of Design Parameters for Existing High Service Pumps 

Pump 
Year Installed or 
Last Upgraded 

Design Flow 
Rate Design Head 

Motor 
Horsepower 

(HP) 
Efficiency at 
Design Point 

Finished water 
pump No. 1 

2000 14.4 mgd 200 feet 700 89.6% 

Finished water 
pump No. 2 

2011 6.2 mgd 190 feet 250 82.9% 

Finished water 
pump No. 3 

1990 9.4 mgd 190 feet 450 84.0% 

Finished water 
pump No. 4 

1990 14.4 mgd 190 feet 700 86.0% 

 

5.8.1.1 High Service Pump Station Facility and Onsite Piping 

The Hydraulic Institute Standards recommends an approach velocity below 4.0 ft/s for closed bottom 

can-style vertical turbine pumps. Upon the installation of a new pump (greater than 18 mgd) in 2040, 

approach velocities in the 36-inch suction inlet will surpass the recommended maximum. Flow 

straightening devices may be installed in the suction piping and a turning vane at the can connection to 

mitigate the potential for vortex formation and cavitation at the pump. A flow-conditioning basket connected 

to the suction bell of the pumps may also be implemented to mitigate poor suction hydraulic conditions. 

Other dimensional recommendations related to can sizing and spacing do not comply with Hydraulic 

Institute Standards, some of which are summarized in Table 5-9. The existing well pits are adequate in size 

to accommodate larger diameter (up to 60-inch) and taller pump cans (10 feet of spacing between the 

suction pipe centerline and can invert). Modifications such as these are recommended for any proposed 

upgrades to the existing pumping configuration address non-conformance with Hydraulic Institute 

standards and subsequently improve pump performance and life. A physical model study should be 

conducted to vet the appropriate corrective devices for implementation at the pump station.  

Routing additional capacity to the high service pump station beyond the demands projected for 2050 will 

require invasive construction or the addition of new pumping facilities to eliminate high suction piping 

velocities in the existing facilities. As flows from the clearwells increase with WTP demand, velocities 
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through the existing 36-inch yard piping and suction manifold will range from 7 feet per second (ft/s) at 

32 mgd WTP capacity to 9.9 ft/s at a 45 mgd WTP capacity. Velocities greater than this range warrant 

transmission main upgrades to reduce the potential for cavitation and/or erosion issues, reduce the motor 

size required for future upgrades to the high service pumps, and to maintain a reasonable minimum 

clearwell level. Piping upgrades would dramatically affect both high service and backwash pumping 

operations requiring multiple shutdowns and isolation events. To mitigate these disruptive activities other 

than altering the existing high service pump station, constructing a new high service pump station is 

proposed in the future (post 2050). The layout of the pump station is located to the east of the ground 

storage tanks as shown in Figure 6-10. Piping upstream of the pump station will connect to the ground 

storage piping network and flow to the distribution system downstream of the pumps. 

Table 5-9:  Hydraulic Institute Standards Criteria for Can-Style Vertical Turbine Pumps 

Hydraulic Institute Protocol Requirement 1, 2 

Non-compliant Finished 
Water Pump No. 3 

Approach length 5 pipe diameters (minimum) 1, 2, 3, and 4 

Approach velocity 4 ft/s (maximum) ---- 

Suction centerline to bell 2.0 x can inner diameter  2, 3, and 4 

Suction bell to can invert Suction bell diameter / 2 1 and 2 

Velocity between can and flange 1 5 ft/s (maximum) ---- 

1 Can inner diameter. 
2 Suction bell diameter. 
3 Assumes can inner diameter for finished water pump No. 2 is 48 inches (based on Record Drawings). 

 

5.8.1.2 High Service Pumping Hydraulic Evaluation 

Using the distribution system hydraulic model, system curves were developed to evaluate hydraulic 

conditions for high service pumping at future demand scenarios. The system curves developed included 

the recommended distribution system improvements for 2020, 2025, 2030, 2040, and 2050. Individual and 

parallel pump operating curves were then developed to compare pump station performance for these 

system curves. Subsequently, high service pumping improvements were developed to meet the demands 

in future years.  

Six system curves were developed, each based on a range of five different demand scenarios. Table 5-10 

summarizes the development of the system curve with different demand scenarios. The design goal was to 

meet demand scenarios 1 through 4 at a minimum and achieve scenario 5 (MAX + Wholesale) for added 

flexibility. One system curve analyzed the year 2020 without distribution system piping improvements. Five 

other system curves represented the years 2020, 2025, 2030, 2040, and 2050 with recommended 

distribution system improvements. Figure 5-23 illustrates the six system curves with their respective 

demand scenarios. The 2020 / 2025 and 2040 / 2050 curves overlap one another as a result of the 

construction timeframe proposed for the recommended distribution system improvements.  
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Table 5-10:  System Curve Development with Varying Demand Scenarios 

Scenario Demand Description 

1 MIN Minimum (33% of MDD) 

2 ADD Average Day Demand 

3 90% + Wholesale 90% of Max Day Demand + Maximum Wholesale 

4 MAX Maximum Day Demand (MDD) 

5 MAX + Wholesale Max Day Demand + Maximum Wholesale 

 

An extensive combination of pump curves were evaluated considering the available capacity of existing, 

upgraded, and new high service pumps. Pumps with an impeller retrofit or motor change out are noted with 

a “(u)” for upgrade and pump replacements are noted with “(n)” for new pump. The performance curves 

were used to determine an optimal combination of pumps that could meet an array of demand conditions 

over time. A typical pump efficiency of greater than 70 percent was a requisite to ensure operating costs 

were minimized 

The parallel pump operating curve reflecting the existing firm capacity of the pump station was overlaid 

amongst an outlook of future distribution system curves per Figure 5-24. If distribution system piping 

improvements are not installed, the existing firm pumping capacity will not be able to achieve a maximum 

day demand in the year 2020. The existing pumping infrastructure will be able to meet a maximum day 

demand through 2030 with the implementation of distribution system improvements. If the impeller on 

finished water pump No. 3 is retrofitted to provide additional capacity at greater discharge heads, the 

maximum day demands will be met nearly through 2040 (refer to Figure 5-25). The maximum day demand 

plus maximum wholesale would also be achieved through approximately 2030. The impeller retrofit also 

allows the high service pumping capacity to be increased from approximately 23 mgd (the current high 

service pumping capacity) to greater than 25 mgd without any transmission improvements. The impeller 

retrofit for finished water pump No. 3 may also require a motor upgrade from 450 horsepower (HP) to 

500 HP. 

GUC staff prefers to retain the ability to meet shifting daily demands without the introduction of variable 

speed drives to the pump station. The variability of pumped flows that can be achieved through 2040 

(assuming an impeller upgrade to finished water pump No. 3) is illustrated in Figure 5-26. The wide range 

of available pumping combinations allows GUC staff to meet future demands without installing variable 

speed drives. 

The 2040 demands require the replacement of finished water pump No. 2 with a new 18.4 mgd vertical 

turbine pump. The resulting firm parallel pump curve will meet maximum day demand plus maximum 

wholesale in 2040. In 2050, finished water pump No. 3 should be replaced by an 18.4 mgd vertical turbine 

pump. The system and pump curves reflecting the upgrades addressing future plant demands in 2040 and 

2050 are illustrated in Figure 5-27. Parallel pump operating curves were developed and compared to the 
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2050 system demand curve (refer to Figure 5-28). The assortment of pumping combinations illustrates the 

range of flows available using constant speed drives. A gap in the range of deliverable pumping capacity 

may be observed between the minimum and average day demand conditions. If dynamic pumping 

capacities are desired in 2050 to more closely target anticipated demands within this gap, constructing a 

new high service pump station could provide additional pumping combinations and flexibility. Alternatively, 

one of the finished water pumps could be equipped with a variable frequency drive to provide this flexibility. 

A similar situation presents itself in 2040 with the aforementioned identified finished water pump No. 2 

replacement. The addition of a variable frequency drive to a single pump would again enhance pumping 

flexibility to more closely match demands. 

The proposed high service pumping improvements assume that the recommended distribution system 

improvements have been implemented. Table 5-11 summarizes the recommended high service pumping 

upgrades to ensure firm pumping capacity will meet the maximum day demand. If the distribution system 

improvements are not completed as anticipated, additional pumping capacity will be required in earlier time 

frames and the result will be significantly higher pressures in portions of the distribution system. Typical 

pressures in the northern portions of the system near the WTP are on the order of 100 psi, with the model 

predicting maximum pressures of about 110 psi. Without transmission improvements recommended for 

2020 conditions, discharge pressure would exceed 125 psi and approach 135 psi. 

Table 5-11:  Proposed High Service Pumping Configuration for Future Capacity Scenarios 

WTP 
Capacity 

(mgd) 

Distribution System 
Piping Improvements 

Completed 
TDH 
(feet) 

Max Day 
Demand 
(mgd) 

Firm Pumping 
Capacity 

(mgd) 
Pump Capacity 

Upgrade 

2020 No 230 24.2 25.3 FWP 3(u) 1 

2020 Yes 202 24.2 30.6 FWP 3(u) 1 

2025 Yes 202 26.6 30.6 None 

2030 Yes 190 29.1 32.5 None 

2040 Yes 186 36.6 42.4 FWP 2(n) 2 

2050 Yes 198 47.2 48.4 FWP 3(n) 2 

1 Impeller upgrade and potential motor upgrade to 500 HP. 
2 Replace existing pump with new 18.4 mgd pump. 
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Figure 5-25:  System Curve Development with Recommended Distribution System Improvements 
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Figure 5-26:  System Curve Development for Existing Firm Pumping Capacity through 2040 
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Figure 5-27:  System Curve Development for Existing versus Upgraded Firm Pumping through 2040 
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Figure 5-28:  System Curve Development with Variability through Upgraded Pumping Combinations 
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Figure 5-29:  System Curve Development for 2040 and 2050 Upgraded Firm Pumping Capacities 
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Figure 5-30:  System Curve Development for Capacity Variability with 2050 Pumping Combinations 
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5.9 Evaluation of Groundwater Sources 

5.9.1 Available Groundwater Supply  

The existing capacity of GUC’s groundwater wells is approximately 0.88 mgd based on a 12-hour safe 

yield.  The groundwater wells are subject to a 75 percent reduction by 2018 per the CCPCUA rule; 

however, GUC has banked groundwater that could be used to extend the opportunities for groundwater 

supply into the future. Currently, the wells are primarily used for backup water supply. The water supply 

needs for the GUC service area are approximately 30 mgd over the next 15 years and 46 mgd by 2050. 

Therefore, the existing wells would provide only a marginal amount of the long-term water supply needs for 

GUC. Banked water could be a short-term option to offset additional withdrawals but CCPCUA rules would 

limit a significant expansion in the use of groundwater resources to meet long-term water supply needs. 

The use of groundwater wells was also considered in strategic locations to increase water supply locally 

and potentially offset some of the new transmission capacity needed for portions of the distribution system. 

The majority of the future growth and development in the service area is expected in the southern portion 

of the system, particularly southeast and southwest. New water supply wells are not expected to provide 

sufficient capacity to meet the demands in these areas and offset proposed transmission improvements. 

However, groundwater sources may be useful for supplying outlying areas, such as the northern part of the 

system. Installation of wells in the northern portion of the service area would reduce the need for pipe 

capacity expansion in this area. However, then this area would be dependent on the reliability of the wells. 

Another option could be for GUC to transfer some of its banked water to one or more wholesale customers 

to offset their needs for potable water. While manageable, the variable supply to Farmville does impact 

system performance. If a scenario were considered where Farmville was allowed to increase its reliance on 

groundwater withdrawal via banked water, the demand variability on GUC’s system could be reduced. 

Banked water could be used strategically to ensure that water supply needs for GUC and its customers are 

met while balancing water system capacity. 

ASR was previously investigated as a source of water supply to facilitate meeting maximum day demands. 

ASR is not implemented at this time and is not assumed to be a long-term source impacting water supply 

needs. 

5.9.2 Water Quality Evaluation  

Water quality data from the four water supply wells were analyzed to investigate potential impacts on 

distribution system water quality.  This analysis excluded the Eastside and North Greene St. wells since 

they have fluoride levels exceeding the secondary MCL so would require additional treatment to meet 

primary drinking water standards.  Water quality was compared to finished water produced by the WTP to 

assess potential issues with blending. Data from January 2014 to September 2016 was assessed for the 

WTP, Washington Street Deep Well, Southside Deep Well, Evans Park Deep Well, and Northside Blending 

Station and is summarized in Table 5-12.  
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Table 5-12:  Blending Analysis Data Comparison 

Parameter GUC WTP 1 

Washington 
Street Deep 

Well 2 
Southside 

Deep Well 2 
Evans Park 
Deep Well 2 

Northside 
Blending 
Station 2 

Total chlorine 
residual (mg/L) 

3.9 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

pH 7.7 7.9 7.9 8.0 7.8 

Alkalinity (mg/L as 
CaCO3) 

27 241 249 255 65 

Dissolved inorganic 
carbon (mg/L as C) 3 

6.8 59 62 62 16 

Hardness (mg/L as 
CaCO3) 

30 33 60 11 21 

Orthophosphate 
(mg/L as PO4) 

1.2 0 0 0 0 

Total organic carbon 
(mg/L) 

2.9 N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Turbidity (NTU) 0.044 0.21 0.15 0.28 0.28 

Conductivity 
(umhos/cm) 

88 484 507 514 276 

Chloride (mg/L) 15 5.5 6.3 8.3 20 

Sulfate (mg/L) 36 < 15 < 15 < 15 39 

Chloride-to-sulfate 
mass ratio 

0.42 N/A N/A N/A 0.50 

Fluoride (mg/L) 1.0 0.87 0.50 1.1 1.2 

Iron (mg/L) 0.0088 0.23 0.14 < 0.06 0.14 

Manganese (mg/L) 0.0064 < 0.010 0.021 < 0.010 < 0.010 

1 January 2014 through September 2016; conductivity, chloride, and sulfate are typical values from lab daily analysis 
log sheets. 

2 January 2014 to September 2016 data. 
3 Estimated based on alkalinity and pH from OCCT Evaluation Technical Recommendations for Primary Agencies and 
Public Water Supply. 

 

Water quality data was to assess potential impacts from blending of groundwater with finished water from 

the WTP and to identify factors that could impact lead and copper corrosion. Water quality data evaluated 

for this analysis includes finished water quality from WTP monthly operating reports (MORs) and water 

quality from well sampling events. 
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The WTP and the wells have different water sources and treatment processes, so there are distinctive 

differences in typical water quality parameters. Blending of the systems may cause marked changes in 

water quality within the blending zones. Differences in water quality between water systems create the 

potential for water quality fluctuations in blending zones. Therefore, average finished water quality 

conditions in each system were evaluated to ascertain the potential for impacts in the blending zones, 

especially related to key parameters impacting lead and copper corrosion. Moreover, a comprehensive 

analysis of historical water quality data was completed to investigate potential water quality impacts of 

distribution system blending. 

The average total chlorine residual and orthophosphate (e.g., corrosion inhibitor) levels are noted in 

Table 5-12 for the WTP. For well water to be utilized in the distribution system, chloramines and 

orthophosphate will need to be added for disinfection and corrosion inhibition, respectively. This will require 

satellite chemical storage and feed systems at each well to be blended with the WTP finished water. 

Dosing will need to achieve levels similar to the WTP finished water for minimal disruption to chloramines 

residual levels and corrosion inhibition needs.  

The water supply wells have natural fluoride with level up to 1.2 mg/L.  The US EPA has established a 

primary MCL for fluoride at 4 mg/L.  A secondary standard is set at 2.0 mg/L to reduce the potential for 

tooth discoloration.  The existing wells meet both US EPA’s primary and secondary standards for fluoride.  

The U.S. Public Health Service (PHS) also publishes Drinking Water Standards related to community water 

fluoridation.  In 2015, PHS revised its recommendation for the optimal fluoride concentration to 0.7 mg/L to 

provide the best balance of protection from dental caries while limiting the risk of dental fluorosis. The 

earlier PHS recommendation for fluoride concentrations ranged from 0.7–1.2 mg/L.  The fluoride levels in 

these wells is within the range recommended by PHS and similar to the average fluoride concentration of 

1.0 mg/L in finished water produced by the WTP. 

An analysis of the historical water quality data is summarized as follows: 

• pH: Average pH levels between the WTP and wells is similar based on historical data. 

Chemical addition at the well sites may impact the pH levels going to the distribution 

system. 

• Alkalinity / dissolved inorganic carbon:  The average alkalinity is significantly higher at three 

of the well sites compared to the WTP.  

• Hardness:  Most wells have higher hardness levels as compared to the WTP. The Evans 

Park well has very low hardness. 

• Conductivity: Conductivity can influence galvanic corrosion of lead in the distribution 

system. Levels at all four wells are significantly higher the WTP finished water. Total 

dissolved solids were estimated based on the conductivity data and the levels are below 

the secondary standard of 500 mg/L. 

• Chloride-to-sulfate mass ratio: Research indicates that chloride-to-sulfate mass ratio 

(CSMR) values greater than 0.5 may present a concern for lead corrosion. The average 

CSMR for the GUC WTP is at an acceptable value. Sulfate levels at three of the wells were 
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below the lab reporting value so an accurate CSMR for each cannot be calculated. If 

sulfate levels are significantly lower than the reporting value, then the CSMR would be 

above the recommended value. The higher alkalinity of the wells may mitigate the impacts 

of a higher CSMR on lead corrosion. 

• Fluoride: Fluoride levels at some of the wells are slightly higher than the U.S. Public Health 

Service recommendation of 0.7 mg/L. 

• Iron and Manganese:  Average iron and manganese levels are lower than the EPA 

secondary maximum contaminant levels.  However, iron levels are higher in the Northside 

Blending Station and Washington St. wells, and additional treatment would be needed to 

provide similar aesthetic quality as the finished water from the WTP. 

The water quality data does not suggest that there are significant challenges with blending groundwater 

from the wells with the WTP finished water. However, corrosion inhibitor systems would be required at 

each of the wells to provide a consistent water quality and corrosion control as compared to WTP finished 

water.  

When considering the necessary WTP capacity improvements and efficient incremental capacity 

increases, the use of groundwater sources does not present itself as an effective approach long-term water 

supply. The facilities are an important element for providing water supply flexibility in the event of a water 

supply emergency. Groundwater supply that GUC has banked under the CCPCUA could be used 

strategically to meet the needs of GUC’s wholesale customers while balancing water system supply and 

capacity in the GUC system. 
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Water is an abundant resource in Eastern, North Carolina.  The Greenville area receives an 
average of 50-inches of rainfall every year - roughly an inch of rainfall a week.  This abundant 
rainfall sustains the fresh water supplies within this region.  Even during the recent extreme 
drought in the Piedmont Region in 2007 and 2008 the City of Greenville and surrounding 
communities had more than adequate fresh water supplies.   

This Technical Memorandum will provide a summary of GUC’s current water supply needs; the 
details of GUC’s existing water supply; the impacts of groundwater, ASR and banked water on 
GUC’s water supply needs; explore plausible long term water supply options; and provides 
recommendations on the best supply option to meet GUC’s future demands.    

     

1.0 SUMMARY OF WATER SUPPLY NEEDS 

GUC’s water supply needs were developed in their 2012 Water Distribution System Master Plan 
(WDSMP) and updated for the Water Treatment Plant Facilities Master Plan. GUC’s demand 
projections in million gallons per day (mgd), along with Winterville’s and other regional partners, 
are summarized in Tables 1 and 2.  

Table 1.   Average Day Demand Projections 
Year GUC-Only Winterville Other Wholesales Total 

(mgd) (mgd) (mgd) (mgd) 

2010 11.4 0.2 0 11.6 

2015 12.5 1.0 3.4 16.9 

2020 14.1 1.4 4.1 19.5 

2025 15.8 1.7 4.6 22.1 

2030 17.8 1.8 4.9 24.5 

2040 23.7 1.9 5.4 31.0 

2050 31.5 2.3 7.2 41.0 

2060 41.9 2.5 7.9 52.3 

 

Table 2.  Peak Day Demand Projections 
Year GUC-Only Winterville Other Wholesales Total 

(mgd) (mgd) (mgd) (mgd) 

2010  17.5  0.2  0.0  17.7  

2015  19.0  1.9  5.0  25.9  

2020  21.3  2.5  6.4  30.2  

2025  24.2  3.2  7.1  34.5  
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Table 2.  Peak Day Demand Projections 
Year GUC-Only Winterville Other Wholesales Total 

(mgd) (mgd) (mgd) (mgd) 

2030  27.1  3.4  7.2  37.7  

2040  34.2  3.4  9.5  47.0  

2050  42.4  4.1  12.6  59.1  

2060  61.5  4.5  13.9  79.9  

 

These projections were developed based on the following: 

 Regional partners include Greene County, Farmville, Bethel, Stokes Regional Water 
Corporation, and Winterville. 

 2010 to 2030 demands derived from Hazen and Sawyer’s 2012 WDSMP and GUC 
presentation Part 1, 2/24/12. 

 GUC 2040 – 2060 projections taken from page 31 of Hazen and Sawyer’s presentation Part 
1, 2/24/12. 

 Winterville and other wholesale average day demand (ADD) projections taken from 
Updated GUC Tar-PM SW Demand Projection 2010-2060 spreadsheet. 

 Winterville and other wholesale peak day demand (PDD) projections for 2040 -2060 
derived from applying historic peak factor to ADD demand projections as follows: 

o Winterville – 1.8 

o Greene County – 1.75  

o Farmville – 1.75 

 

2.0 CURRENT WATER SUPPLY  

The current water supply for GUC is a combination of surface water and ground water.   

2.1. Surface Water – Tar River  

The Tar River (TR) serves as GUC’s primary water supply source.  GUC has utilized the TR as a 
raw water source since the early 1920’s.  The TR drainage basin is shown in Figure No. 1.   
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The TR basin is the third largest river basin in the State.   It starts in the Roxboro, NC and flows 
southwest to Washington, NC where it discharges into the Pamlico River.  Major tributaries in 
the upper portion of the basin are Swift, Fishing, Tranters Creek and Cokey Swamp.  In the 
lower basin, the main tributary is the 30-mile Pungo River.  Pertinent details about the basin are 
provided in Table 3.  

 

Table 3.   Tar River Drainage Basin Statistics 
Tar River Drainage Basin 

Drainage Area (square miles) 5,571 

Population (2010 Census) 472,629 

River miles (including tributaries)  2,566 

Number of Counties 15 

Number of Municipalities  52 

 

 

Figure 1:   Tar River Drainage Basin 

Source:  NC Geological Survey 
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This basin is home to about 6% of the state’s residents and contains all or part of 52 
municipalities in 15 counties. It is relatively undeveloped with only about 2% of land classified as 
urban. About one third of land is classified as agriculture.  Greenville, Pitt County is one of three 
major metropolitan areas that divert water for the production of drinking water from the TR 
basin.   

Tar-Pamlico River Basin Water Resources Planning documents have been compiled by 
NCDENR and may be found at,  http://www.ncwater.org/basins/Tar-Pamlico/ 

Raw water is diverted by GUC from the Tar River just upstream of uptown Greenville and 
pumped into pre-sedimentation for further treatment.  In 2011, GUC diverted an average of 14.3 
mgd.      

2.2. Groundwater Wells 

GUC owns and operates eight cretaceous aquifer production wells within Pitt County.  The total 
production from these wells is provided in Table 4.  GUC’s wells have naturally occurring 
Fluoride, Iron and Manganese.  Currently, these wells are not being used.  

 

Table 4.   Existing Groundwater Wells and Production 
Site Name Year Built Pumping Capacity 

(gpm) 

Southside Well  1969 373 

Industrial Complex 

Northside Well 

Borroughs Wellcome 

Industrial Boulevard 

1999  

200 

310 

320 

Eastside Well 1961 306 

N Greene St Well 1970 285 

Evans Park Well 1973 244 

Washington St Well 1957 207 

Total  2,245 (3.23 mgd) 
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GUC’s wells are subject to the Central Coastal Plain Capacity Use Area (CCPCUA) rules that 
took effect on August 1, 2002. The rules regulate water withdrawals from the Cretaceous Aquifer 
within the 15-county area including Pitt County and are being applied in three phases.   The 
reductions are tied to GUC’s approved base rate with reductions in the base rate of 25%, 50% 
and 75%.  GUC’s current allowable withdrawals, not including contributions from banked water, 
are summarized in Table 5.  

 

Table 5.   GUC’s Approved Groundwater Withdrawals  
Under Central Coastal Plain Capacity Use Area Restrictions 

Years Approved Based Rate Less 
Reduction 
(gals/year) 

Equivalent Dailey Flow 
Rate (mgd) 

8/1/2008 -
7/31/2013 

329,748,300 0.9 

8/1/2013 to 
7/31/2018 

219,832,200 0.6  

8/1/2018 109,916,100 0.3  

 

 
 
 
 
 

<Insert Figure No. 2> 

 
 
 
 

Figure 2:    Location of GUC Wells within Pitt County 
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GUC’s existing wells have multi-level screens – they pull from the Black Creek and the Upper 
Cape Fear aquifers.  New well construction (limited in the Coastal Plain) may only draw from a 
single aquifer.  Figure 3 shows a cross section of public water supply wells in Pitt County.  Note 
the extent of salt water intrusion into the aquifers.      

In addition to the CCPCUA restrictions, some of GUC’s wells experience elevated levels of iron 
and fluoride. These include the Industrial Complex wells (fluoride), Washington Street Well 
(iron), North Green Street Well (iron), and the Eastside Well (fluoride). 

2.3. Aquifer Storage and Recovery  

Aquifer Storage and Recovery well (ASR) is the re-injection of potable water back into an aquifer 
for later recovery and use. GUC was one of the first utilities in North Carolina to plan and 
construct an ASR.  Construction of GUC’s first ASR well was completed in 2010 and this well is 
currently undergoing DENR required testing.  GUC’s ASR system is designed to provide peak 
shaving with a capacity of 1.4 mgd.  

Recently, GUC has experienced challenges in fully developing the water quality from this ASR 
well.  As of the publication of this TM, testing is still on-going and the long term viability of the 
ASR well is still undetermined.  GUC is currently working with an independent ASR Consultant 
to evaluate the well and to recommend steps to the improve water quality.  Additional treatment 
may be required to operate GUC’s ASR long term.      

Figure 3:  Cross Section of Public Water Supply Wells in Pitt County 

Source:  Dr. Richard Spruill, GMA 
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2.4. Banked Water 

Banked water can be used to directly supplement groundwater withdrawals established under the 
CCPCUA restrictions or be sold to other utilities to allow increases in withdrawals above that 
established under the CCPCUA. As a CCPCUA permit holder, GUC has established a 
Cretaceous Aquifer banked water account.  A summary of this account, along with that of the 
other regional utilities, is provided in Table 6.  This data is reported as of August 1, 2011.   

 

Table 6.   Cretaceous Banking Summary 
Utility Banked Balance/Unused 

(gallons) 

GUC 1,918,285,204 

Winterville 69,124,284 

Farmville 694,749,224 

Greene County 1,509,920,250 

Bethel 0 

Stokes 5,663,750 

 

3.0 IMPACT OF GROUNDWATER, ASR AND BANKED 
WATER ON WATER SUPPLY NEEDS AND SCHEDULE 

An analysis was conducted to determine the impact of utilizing GUC’s water supply wells in 
conjunction with the current banked water allocation to delay the schedule for increasing surface 
water withdrawals to meet demands.  A similar analysis was completed assuming GUC’s ASR 
system could deliver a peak shaving flow of 1.4 mgd. (Currently this is not possible and additional 
testing is being conducted on the ASR system.)  For this analysis, it was assumed a maximum of 
five wells would be operational and would provide acceptable water quality at a flow rate of up to 
2 mgd. The following three scenarios were evaluated: 

 Option 1 – Groundwater Withdrawal of 2 mgd 24/7 for 365 Days a Year.   

 Option 2 – Groundwater Withdrawal of 1 mgd 24/7 for 30 Days During Peak Demand 
and 0.67 mgd for the Remaining 335 Days 

 Option 3 – Groundwater Withdrawal of 2 mgd 24/7 for 30 Days During Peak Demand 
and 0.67 mgd for the Remaining 335 Days 

In all cases, it was assumed GUC’s banked water account would be mined to allow increased 
production beyond that allowed under the CCPCUA restrictions. It was assumed that GUC’s 
banked water account would be approximately 2.3 billion gallons in 2012.  The results from this 
analysis are summarized in Tables 7, 8, and 9. 
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Table 7.   GUC Banked Water Option 1:  
2 MGD 24/7 for 365 Days 

Water Bank 
Years 

Approved Based 
Rate Less Reduction

(gpy) 

Total Available 

(gpy) 

Withdrawal 

(gpy) 

Net Available 

(gpy) 

8/1/2011-
7/31/2012 

329,748,300 2,639,599,534 730,000,000 1,909,599,534 

8/1/2012-
7/31/2013 

329,748,300 2,239,347,834 730,000,000 1,509,347,834 

8/1/2013-
7/31/2014 

219,832,200 1,729,180,034 730,000,000 999,180,034 

8/1/2014-
7/31/2015 

219,832,200 1,219,012,234 730,000,000 489,012,234 

8/1/2015-
7/31/2016 

219,832,200 708,844,434 730,000,000 -21,155,566 

 

 

Table 8.   GUC Banked Water Option 2:  
1 MGD 24/7 for 30 Days and 0.67 MGD for 335 Days 

Water Bank 
Years 

Approved Based 
Rate Less 
Reduction 

(gpy) 

Total Available 
(gpy) 

Withdrawal 
(gpy) 

Net Available 
(gpy) 

8/1/2011-
7/31/2012 

329,748,300 2,639,599,534 253,333,333 2,386,266,201 

8/1/2012-
7/31/2013 

329,748,300 2,716,014,501 253,333,333 2,462,681,168 

8/1/2013-
7/31/2014 

219,832,200 2,682,513,368 253,333,333 2,429,180,035 

8/1/2014-
7/31/2015 

219,832,200 2,649,012,235 253,333,333 2,395,678,902 

8/1/2015-
7/31/2016 

219,832,200 2,615,511,102 253,333,333 2,362,177,769 

8/1/2016-
7/31/2017 

219,832,200 2,582,009,969 253,333,333 2,328,676,636 

8/1/2017-
7/31/2018 

219,832,200 2,548,508,836 253,333,333 2,295,175,503 

8/1/2018-
7/31/2019 

109,916,100 2,405,091,603 253,333,333 2,151,758,270 
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Table 8.   GUC Banked Water Option 2:  
1 MGD 24/7 for 30 Days and 0.67 MGD for 335 Days 

Water Bank 
Years 

Approved Based 
Rate Less 
Reduction 

(gpy) 

Total Available 
(gpy) 

Withdrawal 
(gpy) 

Net Available 
(gpy) 

8/1/2019-
7/31/2020 

109,916,100 2,261,674,370 253,333,333 2,008,341,037 

8/1/2020-
7/31/2021 

109,916,100 2,118,257,137 253,333,333 1,864,923,804 

8/1/2021-
7/31/2022 

109,916,100 1,974,839,904 253,333,333 1,721,506,571 

8/1/2022-
7/31/2023 

109,916,100 1,831,422,671 253,333,333 1,578,089,338 

8/1/2023-
7/31/2024 

109,916,100 1,688,005,438 253,333,333 1,434,672,105 

8/1/2024-
7/31/2025 

109,916,100 1,544,588,205 253,333,333 1,291,254,872 

8/1/2025-
7/31/2026 

109,916,100 1,401,170,972 253,333,333 1,147,837,639 

8/1/2026-
7/31/2027 

109,916,100 1,257,753,739 253,333,333 1,004,420,406 

8/1/2027-
7/31/2028 

109,916,100 1,114,336,506 253,333,333 861,003,173 

8/1/2028-
7/31/2029 

109,916,100 970,919,273 253,333,333 717,585,940 

8/1/2029-
7/31/2030 

109,916,100 827,502,040 253,333,333 574,168,707 

8/1/2030-
7/31/2031 

109,916,100 684,084,807 253,333,333 430,751,474 

8/1/2031-
7/31/2032 

109,916,100 540,667,574 253,333,333 287,334,241 

8/1/2032-
7/31/2033 

109,916,100 397,250,341 253,333,333 143,917,008 

8/1/2033-
7/31/2034 

109,916,100 253,833,108 253,333,333 499,775 

8/1/2034-
7/31/2035 

109,916,100 110,415,875 253,333,333 -142,917,458 
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Table 9.   GUC Banked Water Option 3:  
2 MGD 24/7 for 30 Days and 0.67 MGD for 335 Days 

Water Bank 
Years 

Approved Based 
Rate Less 
Reduction 

(gpy) 

Total Available 

(gpy) 

Withdrawal 

(gpy) 

Net Available 

(gpy) 

8/1/2011-
7/31/2012 

329,748,300 2,639,599,534 283,333,333 2,356,266,201 

8/1/2012-
7/31/2013 

329,748,300 2,686,014,501 283,333,333 2,402,681,168 

8/1/2013-
7/31/2014 

219,832,200 2,622,513,368 283,333,333 2,339,180,035 

8/1/2014-
7/31/2015 

219,832,200 2,559,012,235 283,333,333 2,275,678,902 

8/1/2015-
7/31/2016 

219,832,200 2,495,511,102 283,333,333 2,212,177,769 

8/1/2016-
7/31/2017 

219,832,200 2,432,009,969 283,333,333 2,148,676,636 

8/1/2017-
7/31/2018 

219,832,200 2,368,508,836 283,333,333 2,085,175,503 

8/1/2018-
7/31/2019 

109,916,100 2,195,091,603 283,333,333 1,911,758,270 

8/1/2019-
7/31/2020 

109,916,100 2,021,674,370 283,333,333 1,738,341,037 

8/1/2020-
7/31/2021 

109,916,100 1,848,257,137 283,333,333 1,564,923,804 

8/1/2021-
7/31/2022 

109,916,100 1,674,839,904 283,333,333 1,391,506,571 

8/1/2022-
7/31/2023 

109,916,100 1,501,422,671 283,333,333 1,218,089,338 

8/1/2023-
7/31/2024 

109,916,100 1,328,005,438 283,333,333 1,044,672,105 

8/1/2024-
7/31/2025 

109,916,100 1,154,588,205 283,333,333 871,254,872 

8/1/2025-
7/31/2026 

109,916,100 981,170,972 283,333,333 697,837,639 

8/1/2026-
7/31/2027 

109,916,100 807,753,739 283,333,333 524,420,406 
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Table 9.   GUC Banked Water Option 3:  
2 MGD 24/7 for 30 Days and 0.67 MGD for 335 Days 

Water Bank 
Years 

Approved Based 
Rate Less 
Reduction 

(gpy) 

Total Available 

(gpy) 

Withdrawal 

(gpy) 

Net Available 

(gpy) 

8/1/2027-
7/31/2028 

109,916,100 634,336,506 283,333,333 351,003,173 

8/1/2028-
7/31/2029 

109,916,100 460,919,273 283,333,333 177,585,940 

8/1/2029-
7/31/2030 

109,916,100 287,502,040 283,333,333 4,168,707 

8/1/2030-
7/31/2031 

109,916,100 114,084,807 283,333,333 -169,248,526 

 

Under these scenarios, the banked water supply would be exhausted in 2015, 2030, and 2034 for 
Options 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The higher pumping rates (1 or 2 mgd) would slightly reduce 
the peak withdrawal demands from the TR (or other surface water) and impact when additional 
withdrawals would be needed. It was assumed that the wells would be operated year round as 
GUC staff has indicated that part-time operation of the wells is problematic.   

Historically, the ratio of peak day withdrawal to the 90% withdrawal rate is about 1.2. Using this 
data, an analysis was conducted to determine if supplementing the TR supply with groundwater 
and/or ASR would have a significant impact when additional TR supply would be needed and 
when the water treatment plant would need to be expanded. The demand projections provided in 
Table 2 were used in this analysis. Based on current water service agreements with GUC’s 
regional partners, it was assumed that additional supply needs would be determined using the 
following formula: 

GUC PDD + Winterville PDD – Curtail Deduct (0.2* GUC PDD) + PDD Bulk Sales = 
Peak Day Finished Water Demand 

This analysis was based on the following assumptions: 

 All PDD would occur simultaneously (most conservative estimate). 

 GUC may curtail bulk sales to regional customers 30 days per year during GUC’s peak 
demand days. 

    

Projections were made to determine when additional TR withdrawals and treatment plant 
expansion would be required. The following three scenarios were evaluated: 

1. Only TR Supply Available 

2. TR Supply and Groundwater Available at 2 MGD 
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3. TR Supply, Groundwater at 2 MGD and ASR at 1.4 MGD 

 

Key assumptions in this analysis included: 

 Current WTP Capacity = 22.5 mgd. 

 Recommended WTP expansion frequency approximately every 15 to 20 years. 

 WTP expansion design initiated when PDD equals 80% of design capacity (if possible). 

 Duration of WTP expansion design, permitting, bidding and construction equals four 
years. 

 Initial Phase I expansion of the GUC WTP would provide a finished water capacity of 
36 mgd. 

 Current PDD have already exceeded 80% of the WTP design capacity. 

 

The current WTP capacity will be exceeded in 2015/2016 as shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
 

Figure 4:  Peak Day Demand Projections for GUC, Winterville and Curtailed Bulk Sales to 
Regional Partners 
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Supplementing with groundwater and/or ASR would have limited impact on the WTP expansion 
timeline and the need for additional surface water supply. The timeline impacts are summarized 
below. 

  

36 mgd Expansion 
No ASR or Wells 

36 mgd Expansion 
No ASR or 2 mgd Wells 

36 mgd Expansion 
1.4 mgd ASR and 2 mgd Wells

Design – 2013 Design – 2014 Design – 2016 

Construction – 2015 Construction – 2016 Construction – 2018 

Start-up - 2017 Start-up - 2018 Start-up - 2020 

 

It is essential for GUC to obtain additional water supplies as soon as possible. 

 

4.0 LONG RANGE WATER SUPPLY OPTIONS  

The quantity of water from a potential source must be adequate to supply the total water demand 
of a community, as well as a reasonable surplus for anticipated growth.   In evaluating future raw 
water supplies, fresh water supplies of good quality and quantity are considered first.  Those 
supplies that are in close proximity to the community are most favored due to the cost of 
transmission.  There are two categories of potential raw water sources for GUC:   

 Fresh water sources 

 Brackish water sources 

 

Each of the potential sources will be evaluated from a permitting, reliability, quality, treatability, 
and conveyance perspective.     

NCDENR placed a provisional water supply plan for GUC on the State’s website.  It may be 
found by following the hyperlink,  
http://www.ncwater.org/Water_Supply_Planning/Local_Water_Supply_Plan/report.php?pwsid
=04-74-010&year=2011 

4.1. Fresh Water Sources  

4.1.1.  Tar River 

The Tar River is the preferred source of raw water for GUC for many reasons.  Among them are:         

 GUC has many years of experience producing high quality drinking water from the TR.       

 GUC has invested significant capital in constructing water treatment facilities on the TR.  
Conveyance requirements are minimized.   
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 GUC has already permitted and constructed intakes that will accommodate future 
diversion/supply goals.   For future TR diversion, Raney type wells will be considered to 
help buffer changes in raw water quality.     

 The TR has proven to be reliable even during the recent extreme drought in 2007 and 
2008. 

 The drainage basin is anticipated to have less urban development pressure as compared 
to other drainage basins within NC.   

 Due to the characteristics of the drainage basin, it is less likely to be impacted by the 
increased demands for raw water supplies within the Piedmont Region.       

In order for GUC to utilize the TR as a future resource, it is important to determine how much 
raw water is available, defined as the safe yield of the TR.  Last year, GUC commissioned a study 
titled, “Tar River Water Availability Study”.  The goals were to prepare a three dimensional 
hydrologic model of the TR, determine the safe yield of the TR and report on the findings.  This 
report is currently in draft form and under review by NCDENR.  Updates on the TR hydrologic 
model may be found at the following hyperlink, 
http://www.ncwater.org/Data_and_Modeling/Tar/ 

Advantages and disadvantages associated with the TR supply are summarized below. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Right in GUC's back door - the water 
treatment plant was built to treat Tar 
River supply.   

• GUC is familiar with the raw water 
quality and changes during low or high 
flows/flooding.   

• Drainage basin relatively unpopulated 
(as compared surrounding basins). 

• Proven resource - not significantly 
impacted by recent drought conditions.  

• TR intake is tidally influenced - the 
only intake like this in NC.  Modeling 
the TR to determine safe yield requires 
dynamic model development - 
additional expense.   

• Rapid water quality changes.  

• TR flood plain - significant flooding 
during Hurricane Floyd north of the 
river. 

 

4.1.2.  Ground Water  

Groundwater has been an abundant resource for many years in Eastern NC.  Figure 5 shows the 
Cretaceous Aquifers in Eastern NC.   
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Over the years as demands have increased, saltwater has migrated inland.  Figure 7 shows the 
extent of saltwater intrusion in Pitt County.  In order to stop the saltwater migration, the State 
promulgated Capacity Use Rules.  Within these Rules groundwater withdrawals decrease over 
time on a tiered basis.  As an example, by the Year 2022 GUC may only withdraw 0.3-mgd (as 
compared to 3-mgd currently).  Advantages and disadvantages associated with developing 
additional groundwater supply are summarized below. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Uniform water quality - GUC is familiar 
with the raw water quality  

• Proven resource - not significantly 
impacted by recent drought conditions.  

• Very good water quality, uniform and 
predictable.  

• Minimal treatment required – low cost 
as compared to surface water.   

• Conveyance costs are minimized – wells 
are located in close proximity to the 
distribution system    

• Capacity Use Restrictions due to salt 
water intrusion - challenging to get 
permits to construct water supply wells 

• Wells in Greenville area have naturally 
occurring fluoride, iron and manganese 
– must be managed  

• Difficult to permit new wells.     

 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5:  Cretaceous Aquifers in Eastern NC 

Source:  NC Geological Survey 
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4.1.3.  Roanoke River 

The Roanoke River is located 35 miles northeast of Greenville.  The North Carolina portion of 
this river basin is shown in Figure 6.  The most plausible location for diversion would be just 
downstream of the confluence between Conoho Creek and the Roanoke, upstream of 
Williamston, NC. 

The Roanoke basin begins in the foothills of the Blue Ridge Mountains in Virginia and extends to 
the Albemarle Sound near Plymouth, North Carolina.   It includes the Roanoke, Dan, Smith, 
Staunton, Banister, Hyco and Cashie Rivers and numerous other smaller rivers and streams.  
Table 10 provides some details about this basin.   

 

Figure 6:   Roanoke River Basin in NC 

Source:  NC Geological Survey 
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Table 10.  Roanoke River Drainage Basin 
Statistics 

Roanoke River Drainage Basin (in NC) 

Drainage Area (square miles) 3,503 

Population (2010 Census) 289,784 

River miles (including tributaries)  2,389 

Number of Counties 19 

Number of Municipalities  42 

 

This basin is home to about 3% of the state’s residents and contains all or part of 42 
municipalities in 19 counties.  Sixty percent of the land in the basin is forested and about 22 
percent is in cultivated cropland.  The Roanoke carries more water than any other river in North 
Carolina.   

The most significant transfer out of the Roanoke River Basin occurred in 1998.  Virginia Beach 
began withdrawing 60-mgd from Lake Gaston.  It’s highly likely that in the future the Roanoke 
basin will continue to be a raw water source for the Hampton Roads Region.   

In addition, there is competition for Roanoke water in North Carolina.  The 
Greensboro/Highpoint areas, along with the Raleigh Metropolitan area, will likely look to the 
Tri-Lakes Region to satisfy their water supply needs.   

Roanoke River Basin Water Resources Planning documents have been compiled by NCDENR 
and may be found at,  http://www.ncwater.org/basins/Roanoke/ 

Advantages and disadvantages associated with the Roanoke River supply are summarized below. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• GUC is familiar with the raw water 
quality of rivers and typical changes 
during low or high flows/flooding.   

• Reliability is similar to the Tar River. 

• Treatability – requires similar 
treatment processes as compared to 
the TR plant.     

 

• Distance from community – conveyance 
approximately 40 miles.  

• Permitting - more challenging.  Requires 
interbasin transfer approval.  

• Increasing demands on the Roanoke:  

• Tri –Lakes Region significant 
interbasin transfer 60-mgd withdrawal 
from Lake Gaston by Virginia Beach, 
1998. 

• Raleigh Public Utilities Department – 
may look to the Tri-Lakes Region for 
water. 

• Greenboro Highpoint - may look to 
the Tri-Lakes as well.   
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4.1.4.  ASR 

As of the publication of this TM, the long term viability of GUC’s ASR well is still undetermined.  
If over time the water quality goals are achieved from this new ASR well, GUC may decide to 
continue to develop these wells for storage of potable water for peak shaving.    Advantages and 
disadvantages associated with additional ASR development are summarized below. 

 
Advantages Disadvantages 

• Allows GUC to bank water for future 
use.  

• Coastal areas like Greenvile, NC are 
typically good locations for these types 
of wells.    

• Staff is familiar with the operation and 
maintenance of groundwater wells.  

•  Reliability – well appears to be 
operating reliably.  However, startup 
testing is not completed at this time.  

• Conveyance – Current ASR in close 
proximity to the distribution system – 
conveyance costs are minimized.       

• New technology within North Carolina.  

• Permitting – more challenging to permit 
and startup.   

• Geochemistry and hydraulics are more 
complicated as compared to a 
traditional well.  

• May require additional treatment 
processes.   

 

4.2. Brackish Water   

Brackish water supplies are abundant in Eastern NC.  These waters are typically 500 to 30,000 
mg/L salinity and contain sodium chloride, magnesium and calcium sulfates, and bicarbonates.  
An increasing number of utilities across the US are utilizing brackish raw water supplies to 
produce potable water.  This is due to the reduction of available fresh water supplies in coastal 
regions and recent developments in membrane treatment - lowering the cost of desalinating 
brackish water.  Two sources of brackish water are readily available to GUC, ground water and 
surface water.  

4.2.1.  Ground Water Sources 

Figure 7 shows the extent of the salt water intrusion within Pitt County aquifers.  Brackish waters 
can be found within the lower Cape Fear throughout the eastern half of Pitt County.   
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Advantages and disadvantages associated with developing brackish water supplies is summarized 
below. 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Readily available supply. 
• Present in Pitt County - approximately 

500-ft below ground surface.   
• Quantity of brackish water is very 

reliable over time.   
• Conveyance – similar to traditional 

wells but must be conveyed to a 
membrane treatment system.     

 

• Requires membrane treatment which is 
more expensive than to traditional 
water treatment processes.  Higher 
capital and operating costs.    

• Quality – salinity may vary over time.     
• Brine disposal is more challenging from 

a regulatory permitting standpoint.  
• GUC not familiar in the operation of 

membrane processes.  
• Regulatory acceptance is limited to 

communities on the coast.  

 

Figure 7:  Salinity zone of influence in Pitt County. 

Source:  NC Geological Survey 
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4.2.2. Pamlico River 

The Pamlico River is a tidal river which begins at the confluence of the Tar River at 
Tranter's Creek near Washington, North Carolina.  It ends at Pamlico Point where it 
discharges into the Pamlico Sound.  This river experiences high fluctuations in salinity over 
the course of a year.  It is shallow in depth, ranging from 12-16 feet in the main channel to 
1-2 feet in surrounding streams and wetlands.   The most plausible location for diversion 
of the Pamlico would be just downstream of the confluence between Tranters Creek and 
the TR, just upstream of Washington, NC. Advantages and disadvantages associated with 
developing a Pamlico River supply is summarized below. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages 

• Abundant supply - enough to meet the 
growing demands of this area for many 
generations.    

• Is reliable over time.   

 

 

• Salinity is highly variable.   

• Requires membrane treatment - brine 
disposal from this process can be a 
challenge. Higher capital and operating 
costs.  

• Intake location, permitting, and 
construction is more challenging.   

• GUC is not familiar with membrane 
treatment processes.   

• Conveyance – Approximately 40 miles.  
Must be conveyed to a membrane 
treatment system.     

 

4.3. Acquisitions 

Due to the increasing complexity of providing safe potable drinking water, DENR encourages 
regionalization of water systems in North Carolina.  As this regionalization continues in Eastern 
NC, GUC will continue to grow.  As one of the largest purveyors of water within this region, it is 
likely that there will acquisitions of smaller utilities.  (A recent example of where this occurred is 
the Raleigh Public Utilities acquisition of Wake Forest, Knightdale, Zebulon and Wendell.)  The 
smaller utilities acquired by GUC will have existing water supplies (primarily ground water) that 
will be transferred in ownership.  These supplies will then be used to serve customers in the 
acquired area.   

4.4. Emergency/Contingency Plans   

Emergency interconnections are an important part of operating a large utility.  If there is a 
catastrophic event, such as another Hurricane Floyd, GUC may have to purchase water from 
another regional water system to meet minimum demands.  GUC is currently in discussions with 
the State and the Corp of Engineers concerning the feasibility to construct an interconnection 
between the Neuse River and the Tar River.  The Corps of Engineers is performing a feasibility 
study.  This study should be completed in 2013.         
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4.5. North Carolina Legislation Supporting Water Supply Planning.   

In 2011 the NC Legislature ratified a water supply development bill titled, “HB 609–Promote 
Water Supply Development/Efficiency.  The key provisions of this legislation include:   

 Instructs DENR to cooperate with local governments to identify how to meet local 
water supply needs; plan, estimate costs, and budget for future water supply projects; 
assist in the state and federal permitting process. 

 At the request of local governments, DENR may conduct an analysis of how to 
adequately supply, develop, and maintain local water resource needs.  Analyses would be 
contracted with local governments. 

 Authorizes local water systems to create regional water supply planning organizations.   

 Adds preservation of land for water supply reservoirs to the goals of the Clean Water 
Management Trust Fund (CWMTF). Instructs CWMTF to develop criteria on awarding 
grants for water supply projects. 

 Requires that local water supply plans include measures to reduce per-capita demand of 
potable water. 

 Specifies that, in order for applicants to receive grants from the Drinking Water State 
Revolving Fund or the Drinking Water Reserve, applicant’s consumer education 
program must provide information on water conservation from reduced consumption. 

 Instructs DENR to provide statewide outreach and technical assistance regarding water 
efficiency measures. 

 

Recently, GUC has entered into an agreement with DENR under the provisions of HB 609.  
DENR will assist GUC in securing a sustainable, long term water supply.     

 

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS 

The continued use of the Tar River as a water supply is a key factor in maintaining the quality of 
life in Greenville and surrounding communities.   The Tar River is a preferred water supply 
source for GUC to the Year 2060.  It is essential that GUC obtain additional water supplies as 
soon as possible. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To: Copies:

Tar River Technical Advisory Group

Randy Emory, David Springer, Anthony Whitehead
Greenville Utilities Commission

Robert Vinay, ARCADIS

From:

Mary Sadler, PE, Hazen and Sawyer
Alix Matos, PE, Cardno-Entrix

Paul Leonard, Cardno-Entrix
Lauren Elmore, Cardno-Entrix

Date: ARCADIS Project No.:

October 19, 2012 NC706015.1000

Subject:

Tar River Flow Study

Greenville Utilities Commission

1. Introduction

The Greenville Utilities Commission (Greenville Utilities) owns and operates the Greenville Water

Treatment Plant (WTP) at a rated capacity of 22.5 million gallons per day (mgd). The WTP originally went

into operation in 1983 and was expanded to 22.5 mgd in 2002. The raw water intake is located on the Tar

River and the only tidally influenced water supply intakes in North Carolina. The 22.5 mgd withdrawal is

approximately equal to 33 percent of the 7Q10. (The 7Q10 is the lowest 7-day average flow that occurs

on average once every 10 years). The published 7Q10 at Greenville Utilities’ intake is 107 cubic feet per

second (cfs), or 69 mgd. The State of North Carolina requires an instream flow study to determine if

additional water withdrawal is environmentally feasible for proposed withdrawals greater than 20 percent

of the 7Q10. During the permitting process for the last capacity expansion, the Division of Water

Resources (DWR) noted that any future expansion requests would have to be accompanied by a flow

study of the Tar River.

In 2009, Greenville Utilities commissioned the Tar River Flow Study to assess the impact of increased

water withdrawal from the Tar River. The primary objectives of this Flow Study include quantifying the

relationship between flow and aquatic habitat, identifying the potential water quality constraints as a result

of increased withdrawal, and addressing the potential changes in the location and movement of the

freshwater-saltwater interface in the lower Tar River. This study was a collaborative process involving

Greenville Utilities, the consultant team, and representatives from various resource and regulatory

agencies. This collective group of individuals comprised the Technical Advisory Group (TAG).

The complexity of the hydrodynamic conditions in the tidally-influenced estuarine transition of the Tar

River required the development of an Environmental Fluid Dynamics Code (EFDC) hydrodynamic and
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water quality model. This EFDC Lower Tar Pamlico River (LTPR) model was developed in collaboration

with the TAG. The LTPR Model is capable of simulating tidal movements, hydrodynamic behavior, salinity

regime dynamics and stratification, and water quality from the non-tidal boundary of the Tar River located

near Greenville, downstream to the Tar-Pamlico River estuary. This Flow Study has developed methods

to assess water quality, water quantity, and habitat conditions over a range of flow and meteorological

conditions.

2. Study Area

The Tar River Flow Study includes three reaches of the river in the general vicinity of Greenville. The

reaches are the Tidal Freshwater, Transitional Estuarine, and Pamlico River Estuary (Figure 1). These

reaches have dynamically changing boundaries that are influenced by river discharge, tidal cycles, and

meteorological conditions. The Tidal Freshwater reach ranges the head of tide at the US 264 Bypass

Bridge located one-half mile upstream of the raw water intake to the Greenville Wastewater Treatment

Plant (WWTP). This reach is where the lowest net freshwater flow may occur due to an increase in water

withdrawal at the WTP. The Transitional Estuarine reach ranges from the Greenville WWTP to the City of

Washington. This reach is tidally dominated with fluctuating salinity levels and salt wedge locations. The

Pamlico River Estuary reach ranges from the City of Washington to the Pamlico River Estuary. The City

of Washington is generally regarded as the boundary between the Tar River and the estuarine Pamlico

River. The Pamlico River contains higher salinity waters than the Tar River.

Figure 1: Tar River Flow Study Area
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Two representative sections in the Tidal Freshwater reach were selected in consultation with the TAG for

detailed analysis of the physical habitat conditions in the lower Tar River. Habitat Site 1, located just

upstream of the WTP intake, is approximately 2,800 feet in length. This site encompasses a number of

characteristic habitats found in the Tar River upstream of Greenville including deep water, sandy point

bars, established large woody debris, connection to the floodplain, and substrate classes that include

sand, course sand, small areas of rocky outcrop, and clay. Habitat Site 2, located just upstream of the

WWTP effluent discharge, is approximately 3,000 feet in length. Site 2 encompasses a number of

characteristic habitats found in the Tar River downstream of Greenville including deep water, sandy and

vegetated point bars, established large woody debris, access to the floodplain and backwater habitat, and

substrate classes that include sand, course sand, clay, limited coarse substrate elements, and areas of

bedrock.

3. LTPR Model Development and Calibration

The LTPR Model was based on the EFDC Pamlico River Estuary (PRE) model developed at N.C. State

University. The PRE model domain extended from the City of Washington to the Pamlico Sound and

included the Pamlico River and its tributary, the Pungo River. The PRE model was calibrated and verified

against water level, temperature, and salinity measured in 2001 and 2003. The PRE model did not

include the Tar River and was extended in this Flow Study from the City of Washington to the US 264

Bypass Bridge located one-half mile upstream of Greenville Utilities’ raw water intake.

Hydroacoustic and side scan sonar surveys were conducted in order obtain bathymetric data to extend

the modeling grid for the Tar River section of the model. The side scan sonar surveys were conducted

simultaneously with the bathymetric surveys to characterize and delineate the features of the river and

substrate types of the river bed and banks. The bathymetric survey data for the Tar River reaches were

merged with the original PRE grid and enhanced using existing data sets for the area of overlap of the

two bathymetric domains. Data obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) was used to verify the original PRE model bathymetry. The LTPR Model represents the Tar-

Pamlico system as a three dimensional grid (Figure 2). Each grid cell is modeled as a discrete volume to

generate depth, velocity, and water quality. The number of cells in the horizontal dimension varies by river

width. There are six discrete grid layers in the vertical direction at all points in the river.

The LTPR Model was calibrated using data from a wide variety of sources. Hourly meteorological data

(e.g., wind speed, solar radiation, atmospheric pressure, relative humidity, air temperature, etc.) were

obtained from the Aurora station maintained by the NC State Climate Office. Water quality data, collected

by the North Carolina Division of Water Quality (DWQ) and the Tar Pamlico Basin Association (TPBA),

were used to simulate nutrient and organic loading entering the river system. Data from DWQ and

U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) stage data were used to develop the open boundary conditions at the

ocean boundary and open water interior boundaries. Inflow boundary conditions were used to simulate

point and non-point source flow and loadings to the river system, including mean daily tributary flow and

groundwater inputs. Starting estimates of water quality reaction rates (e.g., nutrient transformations, algal

growth and nutrient uptake, decay of organic matter, photosynthesis, respiration, etc.) were determined

by comparing the PRE model rates with eight other published water quality studies and later adjusted

during model calibration. Most of the coefficients and reaction rates were consistent among the model

segments, although background light extinction and sediment oxygen demand (SOD) varied slightly

between segments.
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Figure 2: LTPR Modeling Grid from the Tar River upstream of Greenville to the Mouth of the

Pamlico Estuary

4. Effect of Withdrawal on River Depth and Velocity

The LTPR model was used to simulate the impacts of increased water withdrawal on river depth and

velocity. Two levels of screening analyses were conducted. These screening assessments identified river

flow, seasonal conditions, wind patterns, and water withdrawals that would have the greatest probability

of affecting velocity, depth, salinity, and water quality. Using the screening results, a range of river flow

was identified for modeling various scenarios.

The first level screening analysis (e.g., Indicators of Hydrologic Alteration analysis) indicated that an

increase in water withdrawal did not affect the timing, magnitude, or frequency of moderate to high flow

events in the river. Rather, the analysis illustrated that the low flow river events had the highest probability

of being affected by an increase in withdrawal. A low flow event was defined as a flow less than or equal

to approximately 850 cfs. Out of a 79-year historic record, a flow of 850 cfs occurs approximately

30 percent of the time annually and approximately 50 percent of the time between June and November. A

river flow of 850 cfs is typical of a median summer-fall river flow condition.

The second screening analysis used the LTPR Model at Habitat Site 1 (WTP intake) and Habitat Site 2

(WWTP discharge) to characterize the hydrodynamic behavior at these two sites. Two low flow conditions

were evaluated at each habitat site. Each low flow condition was evaluated against hypothetical

withdrawal rates of 0 mgd, 20 mgd, and 60 mgd. The first selected low flow condition was 850 cfs as

determined from the first screening analysis. The second selected low flow condition was 150 cfs, a river
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flow that occurs infrequently at less than 3 percent of the time annually and between 5 and 10 percent

during the dry months of June through November. The model behavior indicated that the change in river

depth was less than 0.5 inches on average with the greatest change in depth at 2.2 inches over a 60-day

simulation period. The change in river velocity ranged from -0.1 feet per second (ft/s) to less than 0.2 ft/s

at Habitat Site 1 when the river flow was 150 cfs. At Habitat Site 2 and a river flow of 150 cfs, the velocity

change ranged between 0.6 ft/s and 0.6 ft/s. A negative flow value indicated the river moved in the

upstream direction due to the tidal influence. The simulated maximum differences in depth and velocity

were 13 percent and 16 percent, respectively, of the naturally occurring tidal fluctuations that occur twice

per day.

The two screening evaluations determined that the relationship between river flow and water withdrawal

had little influence on river velocity or depth due to the dominance of the tidal influence. Therefore,

traditional time-series hydraulic habitat modeling was not applicable as an impact assessment method.

For tidally influenced systems, salinity and water quality have a larger influence on habitat quality than

depth and velocity. Therefore, the TAG agreed to use the LTPR Model to evaluate the influence of

withdrawal on habitat quality (e.g., salinity, nutrients, and dissolved oxygen) rather than conducting a

hydraulic analysis commonly used to evaluate freshwater habitat changes. The model indicated that

salinity distributions in the lower Tar River were the most sensitive to changes in withdrawal during low

flow periods.

The historic period 2007 to 2008 was selected as the baseline modeling condition for the scenario-based

analysis. This time period represents an infrequently occurring period of low annual flow and dry to

drought summer-fall flow in the Tar River based on a detailed historic hydrologic analysis. Out of a

79year extended flow record, the year 2007 was the driest fall on record, the fifth driest summer, and

ranked the fifth driest year overall. The year 2008 was the third driest year on record with the fourth driest

summer and the 26
th

driest fall. This modeling period was a conservative baseline for the evaluation of

model behavior at existing and projected water withdrawals.

5. Water Withdrawal Modeling Scenarios

The impact of increased water withdrawals on the 2007 to 2008 baseline modeling condition was

simulated using a managed water system demand strategy developed in support of the Interbasin

Transfer (IBT) Certificate for Greenville Utilities, Greene County, and the Towns of Farmville and

Winterville. A daily water use pattern was created for each community over multiple consecutive years.

The pattern was then applied to the annual average water demand projections to produce a daily water

withdrawal time series for modeling.

Three water withdrawal scenarios were developed for the modeling effort. The Existing Condition

Scenario used the 2010 WTP withdrawal as the baseline withdrawal condition. The water withdrawal

projections for the year 2050 (2050 Scenario), approximately 47 mgd annually, was selected as a

conservative future withdrawal scenario that will likely exceed the capacity of the next WTP expansion. A

daily time series was generated for the WTP withdrawal and WWTP effluent discharge for the Existing

Condition and 2050 Scenarios. The third scenario (No GUC Scenario) removed both the Greenville

Utilities withdrawal from and effluent discharge to the river. This scenario was used in the water quality

assessment and was not run for the salinity-habitat assessments. Table 1 provides the average annual

flow and nutrient load associated with each modeling scenario.
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Table 1: Average Annual Withdrawals, Discharges, and Nutrient Loads Associated with the LTPR
Modeling Scenarios

Scenario Existing 2050 No GUC

Withdrawal (mgd) 13.3 47.1 0

WTP Return Discharge (mgd) 0.5 1.9 0

WWTP Discharge (mgd) 10.2 30.4 0

Consumptive Use (mgd) 2.6 14.8 0

Nitrogen Load (kg/yr) 110,463 142,642 0

Phosphorus Load (kg/yr) 30,331 36,265 0

For the three modeling scenarios, the only modeling inputs that were changed were the flow rates and

loads associated with the Greenville facilities. All boundary conditions, meteorological files, and

discharges from other communities were kept at baseline conditions to allow a comparison of the

changes associated with increasing Greenville Utilities’ withdrawal during low flow periods. To maintain

the integrity of the nutrient permit caps in the Tar River basin, the nitrogen and phosphorus

concentrations in WWTP effluent were reduced in the 2050 Scenario to maintain the Tar Pamlico Basin

Association Phase III nutrient loading caps of 142,642 kg-N/yr and 36,265 kg-P/yr. Other effluent

parameters were maintained at the year 2008 discharged effluent concentrations.

6. Predicted Impacts on Salinity Regime and Water Quality

The LTPR Model accurately simulated the dynamics of river flow and hydrodynamic behavior of the Tar-

Pamlico system, including tidal movements, hydraulics, salinity stratification, salinity regime, and water

quality. Using river flow, tidal conditions, meteorology, and other conditions, the LTPR Model simulated

the salinity regime (e.g., water circulation and salinity concentrations) in the study area. Salinity was

quantified in the model relative to a practical salinity unit (PSU). The dimensionless practical salinity unit

is a measure of the salt content of seawater based upon the electrical conductivity of a sample relative to

a reference standard of sea water. The value of 0.5 PSU is approximately equal to the salinity secondary

Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) of 500 mg/L. Ocean water salinity is approximately 35 PSU.

The model predicted hourly and average daily salinity for various depths for each scenario. Based on

simulated daily average salinities, the expected salinity increase resulting from the 2050 Scenarios would

not exceed 3.2 percent at any location along the river. The predicted salinity increase between the

No GUC Scenario and the 2050 Scenario is not expected to exceed 4 percent at any location along the

river. Based on the comparison of daily salinity exceedance values, the section of the system most

impacted by an increase in withdrawal would be between Washington and Grimesland. To further assess

impacts in this section of the river, hourly salinity data was compared between the Existing Condition and

2050 Scenarios in the bottom layers where salinities are greater due to stratification. At Grimesland, there

was less than a 0.1 percent difference in the magnitude of bottom layer salinity between the Existing

Condition and 2050 Scenarios. The natural swings in salinity due to the tidal influence were an order of

magnitude greater than the maximum difference observed (1.52 PSU) between the baseline and

projected withdrawals. Additionally, there were generally small differences in simulated daily maximum
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bottom salinity between the Existing Condition and 2050 Scenarios at Greenville Utilities’ raw water

intake.

The LTPR Model indicated that nutrient concentrations would most likely be impacted at the surface layer

due to the WWTP discharge. The 90th percentile total phosphorus concentration increased by

approximately 0.04 mg/L and the maximum total nitrogen increased by approximately 0.1 mg/L between

the Existing Condition and 2050 Scenarios. There was a decrease in the simulated maximum total

phosphorus concentration (likely due to nutrient caps) and no simulated change in the 90th percentile

total nitrogen concentration.

The State of North Carolina uses chlorophyll a as an indicator of potential nutrient impairment. The water

quality standard of 40 µg/L must be exceeded 10 percent of the time for a receiving water to be

designated as impaired for nutrients. The simulated changes in chlorophyll a were the greatest in the

surface layer in the vicinity of the Greenville Gage (located downstream of the WTP intake and upstream

of the WWTP discharge). A maximum predicted change of 2.6 µg/L was predicted to occur in the

2050 Scenario relative to the Existing Condition Scenario. The 90th percentile concentrations at this

location were not predicted to increase. Furthermore, there were no simulated maximum chlorophyll a

concentrations greater than the 40 µg/L state standard in the Existing Condition or 2050 Scenarios. DWQ

did observe exceedances of the 40 µg/L state standard in this section of the river at two Pamlico River

locations in 2008, the same year simulated with the LTPR Model. However, these stations are

downstream of the City of Washington. Greenville Utilities’ facility operations were predicted to have only

a very small influence on chlorophyll a concentrations in this area. The change from the No GUC

Scenario to the 2050 Scenario was less than 0.3 µg/L at this location.

Dissolved oxygen (DO) concentrations were typically above the state standard of 4 mg/L (instantaneous

standard) in the surface layers, but excursions of the standard occurred more than 10 percent of the time

in the middle and bottom layers from downstream of the GUC WWTP to the mouth of the estuary.

However, these excursions of the dissolved oxygen standard occurred even under the No GUC Scenario,

which removed both the water withdrawal and the effluent discharge from the river. These findings

suggest that Greenville Utilities operations have negligible impact on estuary hypoxia. Some researchers

have concluded that hypoxia is a natural occurrence in the Pamlico Estuary and not necessarily a result

of anthropogenic influences. Overall, DO was lowered by up to 0.6 mg/L at some locations along the river

as a result of the increase in withdrawal between the Existing Condition and 2050 Scenarios.

A water quality data analysis example is provided in Table 2. This data is representative of the type of

simulated output from the LTPR Model along the entire 23 miles of river that was used to draw

conclusions in the aforementioned analyses. Table 2 provides a summary of the hourly model output in

the river at Grimesland for the top and bottom modeled layers. The data is represented using percent

exceedance statistics as a way to capture the distribution of the model simulation results (e.g., median,

quartiles, etc.). For example, for the 2050 Scenario using chlorophyll a in the top layer, 25 percent of the

simulated hourly concentrations are less than 2.69 µg/L and 75 percent of the simulated hourly

concentrations are greater than 2.69 µg/L.
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Table 2: Summary of Simulated Salinity and Water Quality Results at Grimesland (River Mile 44.4) for
Three Water Withdrawal Scenarios

Water Quality Parameter
at Grimesland (RM 44.4) Scenario

Percent Less Than or Equal To 1

0 10 25 50 75 90 100

Salinity
(PSU)

Top
Layer

2

Existing 0.02 0.04 0.05 1.67 4.04 6.10 10.70

2050 0.02 0.04 0.06 1.75 4.22 6.38 11.05

No GUC 0.02 0.04 0.05 1.64 3.95 6.05 10.70

Bottom
Layer

3

Existing 0.02 0.04 0.05 6.01 10.30 12.70 14.80

2050 0.02 0.04 0.06 6.15 10.52 12.70 14.90

No GUC 0.02 0.04 0.05 5.94 10.20 12.70 14.95

Chlorophyll a
(µg/l)

Top
Layer

Existing 1.90 2.19 2.82 5.55 16.64 20.25 31.65

2050 1.83 2.13 2.69 5.53 15.75 18.30 30.40

No GUC 1.96 2.22 2.86 5.56 16.55 20.30 32.05

Bottom
Layer

Existing 1.84 1.95 2.14 10.70 12.75 14.50 22.30

2050 1.85 1.95 2.20 10.60 12.50 14.25 20.30

No GUC 1.85 1.95 2.14 10.50 12.45 14.20 20.75

Phosphorus
(mg/L)

Top
Layer

Existing 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.17 0.22 0.25 0.37

2050 0.08 0.12 0.15 0.18 0.24 0.27 0.38

No GUC 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.33

Bottom
Layer

Existing 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.22 0.24 0.27 0.33

2050 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.22 0.25 0.27 0.33

No GUC 0.07 0.10 0.12 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.33

Nitrogen
(mg/L)

Top
Layer

Existing 0.72 0.86 0.94 1.05 1.14 1.22 1.55

2050 0.74 0.87 0.95 1.06 1.15 1.22 1.61

No GUC 0.65 0.71 0.77 0.94 1.01 1.10 1.27

Bottom
Layer

Existing 0.61 0.68 0.72 0.87 1.01 1.13 1.27

2050 0.61 0.69 0.72 0.86 1.01 1.13 1.27

No GUC 0.59 0.63 0.68 0.84 1.01 1.13 1.27

Dissolved
Oxygen
(mg/L)

Top
Layer

Existing 3.63 6.07 6.91 7.95 9.44 10.22 11.75

2050 3.67 5.69 6.51 7.84 9.36 10.12 11.70

No GUC 3.74 6.12 6.99 7.99 9.48 10.26 11.80

Bottom
Layer

Existing 0.40 1.64 3.07 5.34 7.63 9.02 11.20

2050 0.38 1.58 2.83 5.28 7.59 9.02 11.20

No GUC 0.44 1.67 3.13 5.28 7.63 9.02 11.20
1

Data based on hourly model output at Grimesland (River Mile 44.4).
2

The top is the model output for the top two modeled layers.
3

The bottom is the model output for the bottom two modeled layers.
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7. LTPR Model Predicted Impacts on Ecologically Important Habitats

Salinity distributions exert a major influence on the diversity, distribution, and productivity of biological

communities in estuaries. Previous biological studies in the Tar-Pamlico system have reported distinct

gradients in species abundance and composition with respect to salinity distribution. A key component of

this Flow Study analysis was to examine potential changes in the salinity regime that could result from a

reduction in freshwater inflow and the resulting potential effects on ecologically important, salinity-

mediated habitats. This analysis required a specific evaluation of the model results to assess salinity and

water quality impacts to various aquatic habitats based on locations of ecologically important resources.

The LTPR Model output data was post-processed differently than the analysis used for the water quality

model performance. Representative habitat areas in the study area, specific habitat areas coinciding with

areas identified by the State as Strategic Habitat Areas, and water column locations were selected in

conjunction with various salinity and water quality thresholds to illustrate how various habitat conditions

changed with respect to the Existing Conditions and 2050 Scenarios. The analysis included the changes

in the spatial extent of salinity regimes, such as location, quantity of habitat area, and the upstream extent

of any predicted effects.

Predicted changes in the location of biologically-important salinity thresholds (e.g., 1 PSU, 3 PSU, and

5 PSU) and the cumulative frequency distributions of salinity in important tidal riverine, transitional, and

estuarine habitats due to the 2050 Scenario withdrawals were used as an index of the impacts caused by

water withdrawal. The results varied by Tar-Pamlico River segment; however, the model results indicated

that in most years the salinity regimes would be changed little by 2050 water withdrawals. During the

warm dry months of dry and drought years, the impacts would be most observable in the river near

Grimesland and extending from just upstream of Washington to about two miles downstream of the

WWTP. Salinity modeling results indicated that the section of the Tar River upstream of the WWTP and

the Pamlico River downstream of Washington showed very small changes in salinity regime as a result of

2050 water withdrawal.

The results indicated that the river at Grimesland extending from just upstream of Washington to about

two miles downstream of the WWTP would experience the greatest incremental change in salinity regime

at low flow. The changes in the maximum upstream extent of salinity thresholds at any given time at the

Grimesland location were rarely as high as seven to ten percent. Over the entire length of river, the

changes in the upstream boundary and area of habitat within a given salinity range were generally less

than two to four percent. Changes in the cumulative salinity frequency distributions were demonstrated

both on an annual basis and on a seasonal basis during summer and fall low-flow conditions. The

reduction in areas with certain salinity regimes were small on a percentage basis in most cases; however,

in limited circumstances a reduction in area included hundreds of acres with temporary changes in salinity

and/or shift in the location of a salinity threshold (e.g., 3 PSU) by one to two miles. Only in limited

circumstances did the 2050 Scenario withdrawal cause salinity to increase outside of the seasonal range

of salinity that the Tar-Pamlico system has experienced in the Existing Condition Scenario during dry-

drought periods.

Overall, the effect of the increased withdrawal did not result in a change in salinity that would negatively

affect freshwater-only species. For brackish water species and species that will tolerate a wide range of

salinity in the lower river and upper estuary, the changes were negligible and well within their range of

salinity tolerance. The largest changes in upstream salinity incursions and/or reductions in tidal freshwater
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and tidal brackish habitats were driven by natural variations in river inflow would occur with a very low

annual frequency. Specifically, the duration of most of the salinity incursion in the tidal freshwater and

brackish water habitat between the WWTP and Washington were of short duration, typically a matter of

days. A few salinity incursions or reductions in lower salinity-tolerant habitats did last for a matter of

weeks; however, many of these incursions generally represented the salinity front moving into an area

that had already experienced salinities at that concentration in the Existing Condition Scenario.

Many of the observations and conclusions regarding salinity can also be applied to predicted changes in

water quality resulting from the 2050 Scenario. Water withdrawal in the 2050 Scenario resulted in minor

changes in nutrient concentrations and chlorophyll a. However, it was found that the 2050 Scenario would

have a small effect on the overall DO regime, lowering DO typically less than 0.3 to 0.5 mg/L as

compared to the Existing Condition Scenario in limited portions of the river during very dry summer-fall

conditions. As with salinity, most effects of the 2050 Scenario withdrawals on DO concentrations were

centered in the Riverine Freshwater Habitats of the Lower Tar River. The reduction in DO concentrations

in the Pamlico River and its state-designated Strategic Habitat Areas were generally very small.

The modeling analysis indicated that a decline in DO concentration and a reduction in habitat resulting

from the 2050 Scenario withdrawals would be infrequent. The habitat reduction occurred during a limited

period when the river DO was already depressed due to naturally occurring low inflow conditions in the

Existing Condition Scenario. During the late summer and early fall of 2008, the quantity of habitat meeting

2 mg/L and 5 mg/L DO thresholds in the Existing Condition Scenario declined to approximately one-half

of the maximum area values as water temperatures warmed and river flow decreased. An initial decline in

habitat meeting the 2 mg/L DO threshold occurred in late August and September, but the areas of habitat

with DO levels above 2 mg/L rebounded as a flow pulse occurred. This pattern was repeated again in

September and early October as flows declined and pulsed higher once again. Specifically, the

2050 Scenario resulted in a slight reduction in Riverine Benthic habitat (approximately 20 percent) at a

DO threshold of 2 mg/L. This reduction occurred for an extended period of two to three weeks of the

simulation period. The change in habitat falling below the 5 mg/L DO threshold in the 2050 Scenario was

considerably less than for the 2 mg/L threshold. Additionally, the differences in habitat meeting the 2 mg/L

and 5 mg/L DO threshold occasionally increased as a result of the 2050 Scenario withdrawals compared

to the Existing Condition.

8. Tar River Flow Study Conclusions

The Tar River Flow Study has advanced the understanding of the response of the upper and lower Tar

River to water withdrawal in the only tidally influenced water supply system in North Carolina. The LTPR

Model developed in this study is currently the only available model that simulates hydrodynamics and

water quality in the tidally-influenced section of the Tar River. The model was developed by Greenville

Utilities in collaboration with eleven state and federal agency groups over a four year period. The LTPR

hydrodynamic and water quality model simulates the dynamics of river flow and hydrodynamic behavior,

salinity regime and stratification, and water quality from the non-tidal boundary of the Tar River near

Greenville downstream to the Pamlico River estuary. The LTPR model results were analyzed to estimate

potential salinity regime changes and water quality impacts to aquatic habitat based on specific locations

of ecologically important resources in the Tar River.
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Water quality impacts were quantified using a water withdrawal projection, consumptive use, and WWTP

effluent relative to the year 2050 withdrawal. The LTPR Model predicted salinity, chlorophyll a, and

nutrients at concentrations slightly higher, but acceptable levels at all locations in the river. Dissolved

oxygen concentrations did fall below the North Carolina state standard in the bottom stratified layers of

the river; however, the percent change between the No GUC, Existing Condition, and the 2050 Scenarios

were small. These findings suggest that low dissolved oxygen levels in the lower river and estuary would

occur with or without the operation of Greenville Utilities’ facilities. The incremental effect of Greenville

Utilities withdrawal and discharge are not substantial and are likely limited to low-flow to drought

conditions during the summer and early fall months.

Potential impacts to ecologically important habitats were evaluated based on estimated changes in

salinity regime and dissolved oxygen within representative habitats and state-designated Strategic Habitat

Areas. The results indicated that future water withdrawals have a generally small effect on the habitat of

the Lower Tar River and Upper Pamlico River during summer and fall conditions of very dry to drought-

year conditions, as measured by changes in the amount and dynamics of salinity-mediated habitats and

dissolved oxygen regimes important to riverine and estuarine biological communities. Most of the

generally small effects of withdrawal on salinity-mediated habitats in the river would occur in the tidal

freshwater and upper estuarine portions of the Tar Pamlico System near Grimesland. This area of the

river is characterized by seasonal and annual flow and salinity conditions that create a dynamic estuarine

environment where variability is a typical occurrence and in which aquatic communities are adapted to

changing conditions.

Greenville Utilities has developed the Lower Tar-Pamlico River hydrodynamic and water quality model to

respond to a wide range of water management issues in the Lower Tar-Pamlico River system. The results

of this Flow Study are supportive of a 2050 average day water withdrawal increase of up to 47 mgd from

the Tar River. The LTPR Model has predicted a favorable outcome with respect to salt wedge location,

water quality, and aquatic habitat at 2050 withdrawals. The model will also support the analysis for an

increase in a future wastewater discharge, although it is recognized that refinements to the model may be

necessary for this effort.
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Enter information into the gray areas.  For the Preferred Alternative, place the word Preferred in parentheses after the alternative name.

Project Name: Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

LGU Name: Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Alternative 1 Name: Tar River (Preferred)

Alternative 2 Name:

Alternative 3 Name:

Alternative 4 Name:

Alternative 5 Name:

Alternative 6 Name:



 

Project Administration ($): $3,203,000

Component Unit Cost
a

Unit Quantity Total Cost

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES $1,963,005 Each 1 $1,963,005

RWPS UPGRADES $164,166 Each 1 $164,166

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR $0 Each 1 $0

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES $16,381,539 Each 1 $16,381,539

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION $1,279,526 Each 1 $1,279,526

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS $3,445,373 Each 1 $3,445,373

ELECTRICAL $4,700,000 Each 1 $4,700,000

YARD PIPING $4,132,620 Each 1 $4,132,620

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING $1,309,879 Each 1 $1,309,879

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS $1,400,000 Each 1 $1,400,000

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY $1,425,000 Each 1 $1,425,000

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA $100,000 Each 1 $100,000

GAC MEDIA $125,190 Each 1 $125,190

PLUMBING $300,000 Each 1 $300,000

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM $72,282 Each 1 $72,282

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM $113,620 Each 1 $113,620

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT $221,708 Each 1 $221,708

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees $7,465,000 Each 1 $7,465,000

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0

$0
a
Unit costs are in today's dollars, not future dollars. Total Construction Cost: $44,598,908

Construction Contingency Cost: $5,351,869

Project Administration Cost: $3,203,000

Total Capital Cost: $53,153,777

Construction Contingency 12%

Table 5.2.1.  Capital Costs

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Tar River (Preferred)

Complete the areas shown in gray below.  Where shown, use pulldown menu to select options.  The spreadsheet will calculate the capital costs.



Component

Expected Life 

Cycle

Replacement 

Expected?† Rationale for Expected Life Cycle

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

RWPS UPGRADES 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

ELECTRICAL 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

YARD PIPING 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA 20 No NA

GAC MEDIA 20 No Maintenance added in Intermittent O&M Cost

PLUMBING 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT 20 No Permanent earthwork and durable materials of construction

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees 20 No NA

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
†
Period for replacement would be Years 1 through 20 only.

Table 5.2.2.  Project Cost Life Cycle Assumptions

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Tar River (Preferred)

Complete the areas shown in gray.



Alternative:

For each component, enter "Y" in the gray area in the year in which replacement, if any, will occur.

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity

Replacement 

Needed? 

(Years 1-20) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES $1,963,005 Each 1  

RWPS UPGRADES $164,166 Each 1  

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR $0 Each 1  

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES $16,381,539 Each 1  

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION $1,279,526 Each 1  

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS $3,445,373 Each 1  

ELECTRICAL $4,700,000 Each 1  

YARD PIPING $4,132,620 Each 1  

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING $1,309,879 Each 1  

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS $1,400,000 Each 1  

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY $1,425,000 Each 1  

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA $100,000 Each 1  

GAC MEDIA $125,190 Each 1  

PLUMBING $300,000 Each 1  

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM $72,282 Each 1  

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM $113,620 Each 1  

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT $221,708 Each 1  

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees $7,465,000 Each 1  

Year Replacement Needed?  (Insert Y in year where replacement is needed.)

Tar River (Preferred)

Replacement Costs Input



Current Inflation Rate based on Construction Cost Index: 2.97% OMB A-94 2019 Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 1 2 3 4 5

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES $1,963,005 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

RWPS UPGRADES $164,166 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR $0 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES $16,381,539 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION $1,279,526 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS$3,445,373 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

ELECTRICAL $4,700,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

YARD PIPING $4,132,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING$1,309,879 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS $1,400,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY $1,425,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA $100,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

GAC MEDIA $125,190 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PLUMBING $300,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM $72,282 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM $113,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT $221,708 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees $7,465,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Replacement Costs (Years 1 to 5): $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Present Value of Replacement Costs in Year:

Table 5.2.3.  Replacement Costs (Years 1 to 5)

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Tar River (Preferred)



Current Inflation Rate based on Construction Cost Index: 2.97% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 6 7 8 9 10

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES $1,963,005 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

RWPS UPGRADES $164,166 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR $0 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES $16,381,539 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION $1,279,526 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS$3,445,373 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

ELECTRICAL $4,700,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

YARD PIPING $4,132,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING$1,309,879 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS $1,400,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY $1,425,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA $100,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

GAC MEDIA $125,190 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PLUMBING $300,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM $72,282 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM $113,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT $221,708 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees $7,465,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Replacement Costs (Years 6 to 10): $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Table 5.2.4.  Replacement Costs (Years 6 to 10)

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Present Value of Replacement Costs in Year:

Tar River (Preferred)



Current Inflation Rate based on Construction Cost Index: 2.97% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 11 12 13 14 15

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES $1,963,005 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

RWPS UPGRADES $164,166 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR $0 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES $16,381,539 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION $1,279,526 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS$3,445,373 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

ELECTRICAL $4,700,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

YARD PIPING $4,132,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING$1,309,879 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS $1,400,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY $1,425,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA $100,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

GAC MEDIA $125,190 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PLUMBING $300,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM $72,282 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM $113,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT $221,708 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees $7,465,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Replacement Costs (Years 11 to 15): $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Table 5.2.5.  Replacement Costs (Years 11 to 15)

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Present Value of Replacement Costs in Year:

Tar River (Preferred)



Current Inflation Rate based on Construction Cost Index: 2.97% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 16 17 18 19 20

PRE-STRESSED TANK AND BAFFLES $1,963,005 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

RWPS UPGRADES $164,166 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

SODIUM PERMANGANATE CONTACTOR $0 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

WATER TREATMENT FACILITIES $16,381,539 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CLEARWELL PUMPING STATION $1,279,526 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CHEMICAL STORAGE FACILITY & CHEMICAL FEED MODIFICATIONS$3,445,373 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

ELECTRICAL $4,700,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

YARD PIPING $4,132,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

EARTHWORK, DREDGING, SHORING, SITE RESTORATION, LANDSCAPING, AND PAVING$1,309,879 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS $1,400,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

HVAC WORK - EXISTING OPERATIONS FACILITY $1,425,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

INTEGRATION OF NEW WTP TO EXISTING SCADA $100,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

GAC MEDIA $125,190 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

PLUMBING $300,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

FIRE SPRINKLER SYSTEM $72,282 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

BORE & JACK AT FLOOD CONTROL BERM $113,620 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

STATIC MIXER AND VAULT $221,708 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

CM Bonds,Insurance and Fees $7,465,000 Each 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Replacement Costs (Years 16 to 20): $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Replacement Costs (Life of Project): $0

Table 5.2.6.  Replacement Costs (Years 16 to 20)

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Present Value of Replacement Costs in Year:

Tar River (Preferred)



Current Inflation Rate Based on Municipal Cost Index: 1.73% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Chemicals $5,000 LS 1 $4,914 $4,830 $4,747 $4,666 $4,586 $4,507 $4,430 $4,354 $4,280 $4,206

Lab Supplies $2,000 LS 1 $1,966 $1,932 $1,899 $1,866 $1,834 $1,803 $1,772 $1,742 $1,712 $1,682

Supplies and Materials $900 LS 1 $885 $869 $855 $840 $825 $811 $797 $784 $770 $757

Departmental Supplies $1,800 LS 1 $1,769 $1,739 $1,709 $1,680 $1,651 $1,623 $1,595 $1,567 $1,541 $1,514

Electricity $190,000 LS 1 $186,743 $183,543 $180,397 $177,305 $174,266 $171,279 $168,343 $165,458 $162,622 $159,835

Ground Maintenance and Repair $7,000 LS 1 $6,880 $6,762 $6,646 $6,532 $6,420 $6,310 $6,202 $6,096 $5,991 $5,889

Equipment Maintenance and Repair $50,000 LS 1 $49,143 $48,301 $47,473 $46,659 $45,859 $45,073 $44,301 $43,542 $42,795 $42,062

Instrument Maintenance and Repair $25,000 LS 1 $24,572 $24,150 $23,736 $23,330 $22,930 $22,537 $22,150 $21,771 $21,398 $21,031

Vehicle Maintenance and Repair $1,500 LS 1 $1,474 $1,449 $1,424 $1,400 $1,376 $1,352 $1,329 $1,306 $1,284 $1,262

Contract Services $45,000 LS 1 $44,229 $43,471 $42,726 $41,993 $41,273 $40,566 $39,871 $39,187 $38,516 $37,856

Service and Maintenance Contracts $1,000 LS 1 $983 $966 $949 $933 $917 $901 $886 $871 $856 $841

Property and general liability insurance $5,000 LS 1 $4,914 $4,830 $4,747 $4,666 $4,586 $4,507 $4,430 $4,354 $4,280 $4,206

Dues - permitting fees and license fees $4,000 LS 1 $3,931 $3,864 $3,798 $3,733 $3,669 $3,606 $3,544 $3,483 $3,424 $3,365

Total Present Value of Yearly O&M Expenses (Years 1-10): $332,403 $326,706 $321,106 $315,602 $310,193 $304,876 $299,651 $294,515 $289,467 $284,505

Present Value of O&M Costs for Year:

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Table 5.2.7. Present Value of Operations and Maintenance Costs (Years 1-10)

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Complete the cells shown in gray below.  

Tar River (Preferred)



Current Inflation Rate Based on Municipal Cost Index:1.73% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Chemicals $5,000 LS 1 $4,134 $4,063 $3,994 $3,925 $3,858 $3,792 $3,727 $3,663 $3,600 $3,538

Lab Supplies $2,000 LS 1 $1,654 $1,625 $1,597 $1,570 $1,543 $1,517 $1,491 $1,465 $1,440 $1,415

Supplies and Materials $900 LS 1 $744 $731 $719 $707 $694 $683 $671 $659 $648 $637

Departmental Supplies $1,800 LS 1 $1,488 $1,463 $1,438 $1,413 $1,389 $1,365 $1,342 $1,319 $1,296 $1,274

Electricity $190,000 LS 1 $157,095 $154,402 $151,756 $149,155 $146,598 $144,086 $141,616 $139,189 $136,803 $134,458

Ground Maintenance and Repair $7,000 LS 1 $5,788 $5,689 $5,591 $5,495 $5,401 $5,308 $5,217 $5,128 $5,040 $4,954

Equipment Maintenance and Repair $50,000 LS 1 $41,341 $40,632 $39,936 $39,251 $38,579 $37,917 $37,267 $36,629 $36,001 $35,384

Instrument Maintenance and Repair $25,000 LS 1 $20,670 $20,316 $19,968 $19,626 $19,289 $18,959 $18,634 $18,314 $18,000 $17,692

Vehicle Maintenance and Repair $1,500 LS 1 $1,240 $1,219 $1,198 $1,178 $1,157 $1,138 $1,118 $1,099 $1,080 $1,062

Contract Services $45,000 LS 1 $37,207 $36,569 $35,942 $35,326 $34,721 $34,126 $33,541 $32,966 $32,401 $31,845

Service and Maintenance Contracts $1,000 LS 1 $827 $813 $799 $785 $772 $758 $745 $733 $720 $708

Property and general liability insurance $5,000 LS 1 $4,134 $4,063 $3,994 $3,925 $3,858 $3,792 $3,727 $3,663 $3,600 $3,538

Dues - permitting fees and license fees $4,000 LS 1 $3,307 $3,251 $3,195 $3,140 $3,086 $3,033 $2,981 $2,930 $2,880 $2,831

Total Present Value of Yearly O&M Expenses (Years 11-20): $279,629 $274,836 $270,126 $265,496 $260,945 $256,473 $252,077 $247,756 $243,510 $239,336

Total Present Value of Annual O&M Costs (Life of Project): $5,669,208

Table 5.2.8. Present Value of Operations and Maintenance Costs (Years 11-20)

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Tar River (Preferred)

Present Value of O&M Costs for Year:



Alternative:

Enter any intermittent O&M activities, associated unit and cost information, and the quantity.

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Rapid Mixer Motor Replacement $3,250 ea 2 Y

Filters Media Replacement $10,000 ea 1 Y

Sump Pumps $3,000 ea 3 Y

Transfer Pumps Replacement $5,000 ea 7 Y

Metering Pumps Replacement $8,800 ea 7 Y

O&M Intermittent Costs Input

Tar River (Preferred)

Year O&M Needed?  (Insert Y in year where O&M is needed.)



Current Inflation Rate Based on Municipal Cost Index: 1.73% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Rapid Mixer Motor Replacement $3,250 ea 2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Filters Media Replacement $10,000 ea 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sump Pumps $3,000 ea 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Transfer Pumps Replacement $5,000 ea 7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Metering Pumps Replacement $8,800 ea 7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Intermittent Operations & Maintenace Costs (Years 1-10): $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Table 5.2.9.  Present Value of Intermittent Operations and Maintenance Costs (Years 1-10)

Tar River (Preferred)

Present Value of O&M Costs for Year:



Current Inflation Rate Based on Municipal Cost Index: 1.73% EPA Discount Rate: 3.500%

Component Unit Cost Unit Quantity 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Rapid Mixer Motor Replacement $3,250 ea 2 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,600

Filters Media Replacement $10,000 ea 1 $0 $0 $0 $0 $7,716 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Sump Pumps $3,000 ea 3 $0 $0 $0 $0 $6,944 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Transfer Pumps Replacement $5,000 ea 7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $27,005 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Metering Pumps Replacement $8,800 ea 7 $0 $0 $0 $0 $47,529 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Total Present Value of Intermittent Operations & Maintenace Costs (Years 11-20): $0 $0 $0 $0 $89,194 $0 $0 $0 $0 $4,600

Total Present Value of Intermittent Operations & Maintenance Costs (Life of Project): $93,793

Table 5.2.10.  Present Value of Intermittent Operations and Maintenance Costs (Years 11-20)

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

Tar River (Preferred)

Present Value of O&M Costs for Year:



Capital Costs

Replacement 

Costs Present 

Worth

Total Present 

Worth

Annual Intermittent Total

Tar River (Preferred) $53,153,777 $0 $5,669,208 $93,793 $5,763,001 $58,916,778

0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Table 5.2.62.  Total Present Worth for Feasible Alternatives

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, North Carolina

O&M Costs Present Worth
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Project Name: Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Applicant/LGU Name: Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, NC

Preferred Alternative Name: Tar River

Enter information into the gray areas.  



Sewer Rate Structure Water Rate Structure

Rate Structure: Uniform Uniform

Base Charge: $11.70 $8.00

Thousands of Gallons in Base Charge: 0 0

Volumetric Charge per 1,000 gallons: $5.90 $4.77

Monthly Bill for 5,000 gallons: $41.20 $31.85

Combined Monthly Water and Sewer Bill for 5,000 

gallons:

Median Houshold Income:

Monthly Median Household Income for LGU:

Bill as % of Median Household Income: 1.25% 0.97%

Overall Bill as % of Median Household Income:

Additional Information if needed (see Subchater 8.1 of Part B of the guidance).

The base charge is based on meter size, customer type, and meter location either in/out of city. For this table the 

smallest meter size (3/4"), residential user, and in-city rates were assumed.

Table 8.1.  Applicant's/LGUs Financial Condition

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

2.22%

Tar River

Utility Bill as Percent of Median Household Income

Use the pulldown menu to select the type of rate structure used for water and sewer. If using a rate structure other 

than uniform, then there is no need to complete the base charge (charge and volume) or volumetric charge.

$73.05

$39,496

$3,291



Funding 

Source
a

Amount Funding Type

Specified Interest Rate 

from LOIF
b
 (if applicable)

Repayment 

Period (if 

applicable)

Main Division Funding: DWSRF $20,000,000 Loan 1.890% 20

Funding 1: Other $26,045,350 Loan 2.180% 30

Funding 2: Local Funds $7,108,427 Cash N/A N/A

Funding 3:

Funding 4:

Funding 5:

Closing/Administrative Fee(s): $640,000 If Other, list:

$53,153,777

$53,793,777
a
For SRP grants, grant administrative fee is 1.5% of Total grant award.

  For SRP and SRF loans, loan administrative fee is 2.0% of Total loan award.
b
LOIF is Letter of Intent to Fund issued by the Division.

Table 8.2.  Funding Distribution

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, NC

Tar River

Enter data into the gray areas. Where applicable, use the pulldown menus as shown by the arrows.

Total Funded Amount (minus applicable 

closing/administrative fee[s]):

Total Project Cost (with 

closing/administrative fee[s]):



Funding Source

Total Funding 

Amount

Year 1 Principal 

Payment

Year 1 Interest 

Payment

Year 1 Total Payment  

(Principal + Interest)

Main DWI Funding : DWSRF $20,000,000 $1,000,000 $378,000 $1,378,000

Funding 1: Other $26,045,350 $868,178 $567,789 $1,435,967

Funding 2: Local Funds $7,108,427

Funding 3:

Funding 4:

Funding 5:

Total Payment @ Specified Interest Rate(s)
a
: $2,813,967

a
The interest rates are shown on Table 7.2.

Table 8.3.  Year 1 Interest and Repayment

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, NC

Tar River



Average Water 

Usage Per Month 

(gallons)

Number of 

Connections

Total Monthly Water Usage 

by Customer Type (gallons)

292,479,991

5,393 32,743 176,582,999 58,496

32,944 3,518 115,896,992 $322,758

Funding Source

Year 1 Annual 

Repayment

Year 1 Annual 

O&M Costs

Total Year 1 Annual Costs 

@ Specified Interest Rate

Year 1 Monthly Costs @ 

Specified Interest Rate

Monthly Cost/ 5,000 Gallons Due to 

Project @ Specified Interest Rate (All 

Users )

Monthly Cost/5,000 Gallons Due to 

Project @ Specified Interest Rate 

(Residential Users Only)

DWSRF $1,378,000 $322,758 $1,700,758 $141,730 $2.42 $4.01

Funding Source 1: Other $1,435,967 $1,435,967 $119,664 $2.05 $3.39

Local Funds

$3,136,725

$261,394

$4.47

$7.40

Total Year 1 Monthly Cost @ Specified Interest Rate:

Total Monthly Cost to Treat 5,000 Gallons @ Specified Interest Rate:

Total Monthly Cost to Treat 5,000 Gallons @ Specified Interest Rate (Residential Users Only):

Total Monthly Water Usage for Customer Base (gallons): 

# of 5,000 Gallon Units to Finance Project: 

Year 1 O&M Expenses Due to Project:

Funding Source 2:

Funding Source 3:

DWI Main Funding Source:

Total Year 1 Annual Cost @ Specified Interest Rate:

Select Customer Type for Financing Project
c

Residential  

Non-Residential

Funding Source 5:

Table 8.4.  User Fee Increase Due to Project

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, NC

Tar River

Funding Source 4:



Current Sewer Bill ($/5,000 gallons): $41.20

Current Water Bill ($/5,000 gallons): $31.85

Current - Combined Water & Sewer Bill ($/5,000 gallons): $73.05

Funding Source

User Rate Increase 

Due to Project @ 

Specified Interest 

Rate (All Users)

User Rate Increase 

Due to Project @ 

Specified Rate 

(Residential Users 

Only)

Main IFS Funding Source: DWSRF $2.42 $4.01

Funding Source 1: Other $2.05 $3.39

Funding Source 2: Local Funds

Funding Source 3:

Funding Source 4:

Funding Source 5:

Total User Rate Increase Due to DWI Loan(s) ($/5,000 gal.): $2.42 $4.01

Total Increase Due to All Loans(s) ($/5,000 gal.): $4.47 $7.40

New Water Bill Due to DWI Loan(s) ($/5,000 gal.): $34.27 $35.86

$36.32 $39.25

Percent Change in Water Bill Due to DWI Loan(s): 7.61% 12.60%

14.03% 23.24%

New Sewer & Water Bills Due to DWI Loan(s) ($/5,000 gal.): $75.47 $77.06

New Water & Sewer Bills Due to All Loan(s) ($/5,000 gal.): $77.52 $80.45

Percent Change in Sewer & Water Bills Due to DWI Loan(s): 3.32% 3.32%

Percent Change in Sewer & Water Bills Due to All Loan(s): 6.12% 10.13%
a
Change in User Fee to finance DWI Loan.

b
Change in User Fee to finance ALL funding sources.

Percent Change in Water Bill Due to All Loan(s):

Table 8.5.  Impacts to User Rates

Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, NC

Tar River

New Water Bill Due to All Loan(s) ($/5,000 gal.):



Sewer Bill as % Monthly MHI: 1.25% Water Bill as % Monthly MHI: 0.97%

Current Sewer Bill ($/5,000 gal.): 41.20 Current Water Bill ($/5,000 gal.): $31.85

Current Sewer & Water Bill ($/5,000 gal.): 73.05 Sewer & Water Bill as % Monthly MHI: 2.22%

Monthly MHI for LGU: $3,291

Sewer Bill Due to 

DWI Loans

Sewer Bill Due to All 

Loans

Water & Sewer Bills 

Due to DWI Loans

Water & Sewer Bills 

Due to All Loans

New $34.27 $36.32 $75.47 $77.52

New %MHI Due to Project 1.04% 1.10% 2.29% 2.36%

Potentially Significant Impact? No No No No

New $35.86 $39.25 $77.06 $80.45

New %MHI Due to Project 1.09% 1.19% 2.34% 2.44%

Potentially Significant Impact? No No No No

If a different financial model has been used to determine project financing, then discuss how the Applicant will accommodate the project in terms of 

financing it.

N/A

Table 8.6.  Impact to Bills Due to Project

If the user fee increases will be significantly increased, discuss why the LGU has determined to proceed with the project.

N/A
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Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements

Greenville Utilites Commission, City of Greenville, NC

Tar River



 
 
 
 

  

Appendix J: State and Federal Agency Review 
Comments 

Greenville Utilities Commission 
Engineering Report / Environmental Information Document 
Water Treatment Plant Expansion 

 

 



MEMORANDUM 

To: 

From: 

RE: 

Date: 

Jennifer Haynie
Division of Water Infrastructure
Environmental and Special Projects Unit

Lyn Hardison 
Division of Environmental Assistance and Customer Service 
Environmental Assistance and Project Review Coordinator
Washington Regional Office 

Engineering Report Supplement & Environmental Document Review - 
Greenville Utilities Commission (GUC) - Proposed project to expand the Water 
Treatment Plant (WTP) from 22.3 to 32 MGD facility and repair and replace 
equipment at the WTP, WIF-1984, DEQ#1753.      
Pitt County

February 27, 2020

The NC Department of Public Safety Emergency Management requested to participate in NC 
Department Environmental Quality internal review process and it was granted essentially to help 
expedite the environmental document for the applicant. 

Both departments have completed the review of the proposal referenced project. Based on the 
information provided, several of our agencies have identified permits that may be required and 
offered some guidance.  The comments are attached for review.

We appreciate the the opportunity to respond during the the Department’s internal review.  If 
you are pleased with the comments, the Environmental Document can be forwarded to the State 
Clearinghouse for further State review.

Thank you for the opportunity to respond. 

Attachments







Department of Environmental Quality 
Project Review Form 

Project Number 
DEQ # 1753  

County Date Received Date Response Due 

This project is being reviewed as indicated below: 

Regional Office Sections In-House Review 

  Asheville 

  Fayetteville 

  Mooresville 

  Raleigh 

  Washington 

  Wilmington 

  Winston-Salem 

 Air 

 DWR – All Water 
Programs 

 Land Quality & 
Stormwater Programs 

 UST 

 Public Water 

  Marine Fisheries    Coastal Management 

  Waste Mgmt (Haz, solid, Inactive, Superfund & 
UST)          

  Air Quality  CC & PS Div. of 
Emergency Mgmt

  Water Resources Management (Public Water, 
Planning & Water Quality Program) 

  Shellfish Sanitation       USFWS 

  Parks & Recreation         USACE 

 Cultural Resources 

  NC Natural Heritage   

DWR – Transportation Unit   

Wildlife  Maria Dunn     

Wildlife (DOT)     

Regional Coordinator Sign-off: Date: In-House Reviewer/Agency: 

Response (check all applicable) 

  No objection to project as proposed   No comment 

  Other (specify or attach comments)   Insufficient information to complete review

RETURN TO: 
Lyn Hardison – Lyn.Hardison@ncdenr.gov, 252-948-3842 

943 Washington Square Mall 
Washington N C 27889 
Courier No. 16-04-01 

Engineering Report Supplement & Environmental Document Review - Greenville Utilities Commission 
(GUC) - Proposed project to expand the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) from 22.3 to 32 MGD facility and 
repair and replace equipment at the WTP.

Pitt
01-28-2020 02-11-2020

02/10/2020 DPR

✔ ✔



State of North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW PROJECT COMMENTS 

DEQ INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW PROJECT Form                                                                                 Page 1 of 1   
January 2020/lbh 

Reviewing Regional Office:  Washington 
Project Number:  DEQ-#1753     Due Date: 02/11/2020 

County:  Pitt 
 

After review of this project it has been determined that the DEQ permit(s) and/or approvals indicated may need to be obtained in order for this 
project to comply with North Carolina Law. Questions regarding these permits should be addressed to the Regional Office indicated on the 

reverse of the form. All applications, information and guidelines relative to these plans and permits are available from the same Regional Office. 
 

 PERMITS SPECIAL APPLICATION PROCEDURES or REQUIREMENTS 

Normal Process 
Time 
(statutory time 
limit) 

 

Permit to construct & operate wastewater 
treatment facilities, non-standard sewer system 
extensions & sewer systems that do not 
discharge into state surface waters. 

Application 90 days before begins construction or award of 
construction contracts. On-site inspection may be required. Post-
application technical conference usual. 

30 days 
(90 days) 

 

Permit to construct & operate, sewer 
extensions involving gravity sewers, pump 
stations and force mains discharging into a 
sewer collection 
system  

Fast-Track Permitting program consists of the submittal of an 
application and an engineer's certification that the project meets all 
applicable State rules and Division Minimum Design Criteria. 

30 days 
(N/A) 

 

NPDES - permit to discharge into surface water 
and/or permit to operate and construct 
wastewater facilities discharging into state 
surface waters.  

Application 180 days before begins activity. On-site inspection. Pre-
application conference usual. Additionally, obtain permit to construct 
wastewater treatment facility-granted after NPDES. Reply time, 30 days 
after receipt of plans or issue of NPDES permit-whichever is later.  

90-120 days 
(N/A) 

 Water Use Permit  Pre-application technical conference usually necessary. 30 days 
(N/A) 

 Well Construction Permit  

Complete application must be received and permit issued prior to the 
installation of a groundwater monitoring well located on property not 
owned by the applicant, and for a large capacity (>100,000 gallons per 
day) water supply well. 

7 days 
(15 days) 

 Dredge and Fill Permit  

Application copy must be served on each adjacent riparian property 
owner. On-site inspection. Pre-application conference usual. Filling may 
require Easement to Fill from N.C. Department of Administration and 
Federal Dredge and Fill Permit.  

55 days 
(90 days) 

 
Permit to construct & operate Air Pollution 
Abatement facilities and/or Emission Sources as 
per 15 A NCAC (2Q.O100 thru 2Q.0300)  

Application must be submitted and permit received prior to 
construction and operation of the source.  If a permit is required 
in an area without local zoning, then there are additional 
requirements and timelines (2Q.0113). 

90 days 

 
Any open burning associated with subject 
proposal must be in compliance with 15 A NCAC 
2D.1900 

N/A 60 days 
(90 days) 

 

Demolition or renovations of structures 
containing asbestos material must be in 
compliance with 15 A NCAC 20.1110 (a) (1) 
which requires notification and removal prior to 
demolition. Contact Asbestos Control Group 
919-707-5950 

Please Note - The Health Hazards Control Unit (HHCU) of the N.C. 
Department of Health and Human Services, must be notified of plans to 
demolish a building, including residences for commercial or industrial 
expansion, even if no asbestos is present in the building. 

60 days 
(90 days) 

 

The Sedimentation Pollution Control Act of 1973 must be properly addressed for any land disturbing activity. An erosion & 
sedimentation control plan will be required if one or more acres are to be disturbed. Plan must be filed with and approved 
by applicable Regional Office (Land Quality Section) at least 30 days before beginning activity.  A NPDES Construction 
Stormwater permit (NCG010000) is also usually issued should design features meet minimum requirements.   A fee of $65 
for the first acre or any part of an acre.  An express review option is available with additional fees. 

20 days 
(30 days) 

 
Sedimentation and erosion control must be addressed in accordance with NCDOT’s approved program.  Particular 
attention should be given to design and installation of appropriate perimeter sediment trapping devices as well as stable 
Stormwater conveyances and outlets.  

(30 days) 
 

 
Sedimentation and erosion control must be addressed in accordance with       Local Government’s approved program.  
Particular attention should be given to design and installation of appropriate perimeter sediment trapping devices as well 
as stable Stormwater conveyances and outlets. 

Based on Local 
Program 

 Compliance with 15A NCAC 2H .0126 - NPDES Stormwater Program which regulates three types of activities: Industrial, 
Municipal Separate Storm Sewer System & Construction activities that disturb ≥1 acre.   

30-60 days 
(90 days) 

 
Compliance with 15A NCAC 2H 1000 -State Stormwater Permitting Programs regulate site development and post-
construction stormwater runoff control.  Areas subject to these permit programs include all 20 coastal counties, and 
various other counties and watersheds throughout the state.   

45 days 
(90 days) 



State of North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW PROJECT COMMENTS 

DEQ INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW PROJECT Form                                                                                 Page 2 of 2   
January 2020/lbh 

Reviewing Regional Office:  Washington 
Project Number:  DEQ-#1753     Due Date: 02/11/2020 

County:  Pitt 
 

 

PERMITS SPECIAL APPLICATION PROCEDURES or REQUIREMENTS 

Normal Process 
Time 
(statutory time 
limit) 

 Mining Permit  

On-site inspection usual. Surety bond filed with DEQ Bond amount 
varies with type mine and number of acres of affected land. Affected 
area greater than one acre must be permitted. The appropriate bond 
must be received before the permit can be issued.  

30 days 
(60 days) 

 Dam Safety Permit  

If permit required, application 60 days before begin construction. 
Applicant must hire N.C. qualified engineer to: prepare plans, inspect 
construction, and certify construction is according to DEQ approved 
plans. May also require a permit under mosquito control program. And 
a 404 permit from Corps of Engineers. An inspection of site is necessary 
to verify Hazard Classification.  A minimum fee of $200.00 must 
accompany the application. An additional processing fee based on a 
percentage or the total project cost will be required upon completion.  

30 days 
(60 days) 

 Oil Refining Facilities  N/A 90-120 days 
(N/A) 

 Permit to drill exploratory oil or gas well  
File surety bond of $5,000 with DEQ running to State of NC conditional 
that any well opened by drill operator shall, upon abandonment, be 
plugged according to DEQ rules and regulations. 

10 days 
N/A 

 Geophysical Exploration Permit  Application filed with DEQ at least 10 days prior to issue of permit.  
Application by letter. No standard application form.  

10 days 
N/A 

 State Lakes Construction Permit  
Application fee based on structure size is charged. Must include 
descriptions & drawings of structure & proof of ownership of riparian 
property 

15-20 days 
N/A 

 401 Water Quality Certification  
Compliance with the T15A 02H .0500 Certifications are required 
whenever construction or operation of facilities will result in a 
discharge into navigable water as described in 33 CFR part 323. 

60 days 
(130 days) 

 

Compliance with Catawba, Goose Creek, Jordan Lake, Randleman, Tar Pamlico or Neuse Riparian Buffer Rules is required. 
Buffer requirements: http://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources/water-resources-permits/wastewater-
branch/401-wetlands-buffer-permits/401-riparian-buffer-protection-program 
 

 

 

Nutrient Offset: Loading requirements for nitrogen and phosphorus in the Neuse and Tar-Pamlico River basins, and in the 
Jordan and Falls Lake watersheds, as part of the nutrient-management strategies in these areas.  DWR nutrient offset 
information: 
http://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/water-resources/planning/nonpoint-source-management/nutrient-offset-information 
 

 

 CAMA Permit for MAJOR development  $250.00 - $475.00 fee must accompany application  75 days 
(150 days) 

 CAMA Permit for MINOR development  $100.00 fee must accompany application  22 days 
(25 days) 

 Abandonment of any wells, if required must be in accordance with Title 15A. Subchapter 2C.0100.  
  

 Notification of the proper regional office is requested if "orphan" underground storage tanks (USTS) are discovered during 
any excavation operation.   

 

Plans and specifications for the construction, expansion, or alteration of a public water system must be approved by the 
Division of Water Resources/Public Water Supply Section prior to the award of a contract or the initiation of construction 
as per 15A NCAC 18C .0300 et. seq., Plans and specifications should be submitted to 1634 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, 
North Carolina 27699-1634.  All public water supply systems must comply with state and federal drinking water monitoring 
requirements. For more information, contact the Public Water Supply Section, (919) 707-9100. 

30 days 

 
If existing water lines will be relocated during the construction, plans for the water line relocation must be submitted to 
the Division of Water Resources/Public Water Supply Section at 1634 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina 27699-
1634. For more information, contact the Public Water Supply Section, (919) 707-9100. 

30 days 

 
Plans and specifications for the construction, expansion, or alteration of the       water system must be approved 
through the       delegated plan approval authority.  Please contact them at       for further information. 
 

 



State of North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW PROJECT COMMENTS 

DEQ INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVIEW PROJECT Form                                                                                 Page 3 of 3   
January 2020/lbh 

Reviewing Regional Office:  Washington 
Project Number:  DEQ-#1753   Due Date: 02/11/2020 

County:  Pitt 
 
 

Other Comments (attach additional pages as necessary, being certain to comment authority) 

Division Initials No 
comment 

Comments Date 
Review 

DAQ FDB  No Comments 1/31/2020 
DWR-WQROS 
(Aquifer & Surface) 

RS &       No Comments &       
 

2/6/2020 

DWR-PWS CWW  Plans have been submitted to the PWS Section, but approval is required 
before work commences. 

2/3/2020 

DEMLR (LQ & SW) SD  S&EC and Stormwater is required 2/5/2020 
DWM – UST SNH  See Attached Comments 2/5/2020 
Other Comments                /  /     

 
REGIONAL OFFICES 

Questions regarding these permits should be addressed to the Regional Office marked below. 
 

         Asheville Regional Office 
2090 U.S. 70 Highway  
Swannanoa, NC 28778-8211 
Phone: 828-296-4500 
Fax: 828-299-7043 

         Fayetteville Regional Office 
225 Green Street, Suite 714,  
Fayetteville, NC 28301-5043 
Phone: 910-433-3300 
Fax: 910-486-0707 

         Mooresville Regional Office 
610 East Center Avenue, Suite 301, 
 Mooresville, NC 28115 
Phone: 704-663-1699 
Fax: 704-663-6040 

         Raleigh Regional Office 
3800 Barrett Drive,  
Raleigh, NC 27609 
Phone: 919-791-4200 
Fax: 919-571-4718 

         Washington Regional Office 
943 Washington Square Mall,  
Washington, NC 27889 
Phone: 252-946-6481 
Fax: 252-975-3716 

        Wilmington Regional Office 
127 Cardinal Drive Ext.,  
Wilmington, NC 28405  
Phone: 910-796-7215 
Fax: 910-350-2004 

 

         Winston-Salem Regional Office 
450 Hanes Mill Road, Suite 300, 
Winston-Salem, NC 27105 
Phone: 336-776-9800 
Fax: 336-776-9797 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
TO:  Lyn Hardison, Environmental Coordinator 

 

FROM:  Sylvia Newsom-Hunneke, Regional UST Supervisor 

 

COPY:  Scott Bullock, Corrective Action Branch Head 

 

COPY:  Sharon Brinkley, Administrative Secretary 

 

DATE:  February 5, 2020 

 

RE: Environmental Review – Project Number DEQ #1753–Greenville Utilities Commission (GUC) -Proposed 

project is for the expansion of the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) from a 22.3 to 32 MGD facility and to 

repair and replace equipment at the WTP in Pitt County. 

 

I searched the Petroleum Underground Storage Tank (UST) and Non-UST Databases and review of those databases did 

not indicate any petroleum releases within the proposed project area. I reviewed the above proposal and determined that 

this project should not have any adverse impact upon groundwater. The following comments are pertinent to my review: 

 

1. The Washington Regional Office (WaRO) UST Section recommends removal of any abandoned or out-of-use 

petroleum USTs or petroleum above ground storage tanks (ASTs) within the project area.  The UST Section should be 

contacted regarding use of any proposed or on-site petroleum USTs or ASTs. We may be reached at (252) 946-6481. 

 

2. Any petroleum USTs or ASTs must be installed and maintained in accordance with applicable local, state, and federal 

regulations.  For additional information on petroleum ASTs it is advisable that the North Carolina Department of 

Insurance at (919) 661-5880 ext. 239, USEPA (404) 562-8761, local fire department, and Local Building Inspectors 

be contacted. 

 

3. Any petroleum spills must be contained and the area of impact must be properly restored.  Petroleum spills of 

significant quantity must be reported to the North Carolina Department of Environmental Quality – Division of Waste 

Management Underground Storage Tank Section in the Washington Regional Office at (252) 946-6481 

 

4. Any soils excavated during demolition or construction that show evidence of petroleum contamination, such as 

stained soil, odors, or free product must be reported immediately to the local Fire Marshall to determine whether 

explosive or inhalation hazards exist.  Also, notify the UST Section of the Washington Regional Office at (252) 946-

6481.  Petroleum contaminated soils must be handled in accordance with all applicable regulations. 

 

5. Any questions or concerns regarding spills from petroleum USTs, ASTs, or vehicles should be directed to the UST 

Section at (252) 946-6481. 

 

 





 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

February 4, 2020 
 
 
 

To: Lyn Hardison, Environmental Assistance and SEPA Coordinator 
 Division of Environmental Assistance and Customer Service 
  
From:    Melodi Deaver, Administrative Specialist 

Division of Waste Management, Hazardous Waste Section 
 
RE:   DEQ Review, Project# 1753, Proposed project to expand the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) 

from 22.3 to 32 MGD from 22.3 TO 32 MGD facility and repair and replace equipment at 
the WTP. (Pitt County) 

               
 The Hazardous Waste Section has reviewed the Proposed project to expand the Water Treatment  
 Plant (WTP) from 22.3 to 32 MGD from 22.3 to 32 MGD facility and repair and replace equipment  
 at the WTP and would like to make the  following comment: 
 
Any hazardous waste generated from the demolition, construction, operation, maintenance, 
and/or remediation (e.g. excavated soil) from the proposed project must be managed in 
accordance with the North Carolina Hazardous Waste Rules. The demolition, construction, 
operation, maintenance, and remediation activities conducted will most likely generate a solid 
waste, and a determination must be made whether it is a hazardous waste. If a project site 
generates more than 220 pounds of hazardous waste in a calendar month, the HWS must be 
notified, and the site must comply with the small quantity generator (SQG) requirements. If a 
project site generates more than 2200 pounds of hazardous waste in a calendar month, the HWS 
must be notified, and the facility must comply with the large quantity generator (LQG) 
requirements. 
 
Generators are required to determine their generator status and both SQGs & LQGs are required 
to obtain a site EPA Identification number for the generation of hazardous waste. 
 
Should any questions arise, please contact Melodi Deaver at 919-707-8204 
 
Respectfully, 
 
Melodi  Deaver 
 
Compliance Branch 
Hazardous Waste Section 
 
 



 

 

 

  
 
Date: February 7, 2020 
 
To: Michael Scott, Director  
 Division of Waste Management 
 
Through: Janet Macdonald 
 Inactive Hazardous Sites Branch – Special Projects Unit 
 
From: Bonnie S. Ware 
 Inactive Hazardous Sites Branch 
 
Subject: DEQ Project #1753, Greenville Utilities Commission/DENR-DWI, Pitt County, North Carolina  
  
 The Superfund Section has reviewed the proximity of sites under its jurisdiction to the Greenville Utilities 
Commission/DENR-DWI project. Proposed project to expand the Water Treatment Plant (WTP) from 22.3 to 
32 MGD facility and repair and replace equipment at the WTP.  
 
 No sites were identified within one mile of the project as shown on the attached report.  
 
 
 Please contact Janet Macdonald at 919.707.8349 if you have any questions.  
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Arevalo, Elisa

From: Kubacki, Susan <susan.kubacki@ncdenr.gov>

Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 3:27 PM

To: Sadler, Mary

Subject: FW: [External] greenville clarifier

External Email  -  think before you click  

Mary, 

 

As indicated below, the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service has no comments on the Greenville Utilities Commission’s Water 

Treatment Plant Improvements project. Please include a copy of this email in the ER/EID along with other agency 

comments. 

 

Susan Kubacki 
Environmental Assessment Coordinator 
Division of Water Infrastructure 
Department of Environmental Quality 

 

919 707 9181    office 
susan.kubacki@ncdenr.gov 

 

Mailing Address - 1633 Mail Service Center, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27699-1633  
Street Address - 512 N. Salisbury St, Raleigh, North Carolina, 27604 

 

 
 

Email correspondence to and from this address is subject to the 
North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 

 

From: Ellis, John [mailto:john_ellis@fws.gov]  

Sent: Tuesday, March 24, 2020 3:01 PM 

To: Kubacki, Susan <susan.kubacki@ncdenr.gov> 

Subject: [External] greenville clarifier 

 

CAUTION: External email. Do not click links or open attachments unless you verify. Send all suspicious email as an attachment to 

report.spam@nc.gov 

 

The Service has no comments 













 

Hazen and Sawyer   |   Appendix J: State and Federal Agency Review Comments 

Greenville Utilities Commission 
Engineering Report / Environmental Information Document 
Phase 1 Water Treatment Plant Improvements 

 

RESPONSE TO COMMENTS 

 

Response to Comments from the North Carolina Wildlife Resources Commission. Letter to the North 

Carolina Department of Environmental Quality Division of Environmental Assistance and Outreach. 

February 26, 2020. 

Section 6.10.1 of the EID has been modified to include the comments provided by NCWRC in their letter 

dated February 26, 2020 

 

Response to NC DEQ Request for Additional Information 

B. Technical Comments 

4. On the cover page include the email address for the design engineer. 

 Response: Cover page has been updated to include the email address for the design engineer. 

5. On the cover page include the PWSID number. 

Response: Cover page has been updated to include the PWSID number. 

6. Complete and provide the attached Certification regarding the water system efficiency requirements 

of NCGS 143-355.4(b) 

Response: See completed certification provided in this appendix. 

7. Provide a copy of the budget showing both expenses and revenue sources. 

Response: See updated budget provided in this appendix. 

C. Environmental Comments 

1. Response: Section 5 has been updated as requested. 

2. Response: Section and Figure 6.4 have been updated as requested. 

 







 
 
 
 

  

Appendix K: Public Meeting Information (pending) 

Greenville Utilities Commission 
Engineering Report / Environmental Information Document 
Water Treatment Plant Expansion 


